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Abstract
Concertare and Conserere: Debate and Concord in the Twenty-first Century
Violin Concerto
by
Timothy Brennan Steeves
This document concerns the ways in which the relationship between the violin
and orchestra in the violin concerto has changed in the first decades of the twenty-first
century. Using the concerti of Unsuk Chin (2001), Jennifer Higdon (2008), and EsaPekka Salonen (2009) I show that composers have challenged but not abandoned the
supremacy and centrality of the violin soloist. The role of the orchestra has been
expanded, being given greater aesthetic and structural responsibility. The virtuosity
expected of professional orchestra musicians is exploited with these composers
frequently calling on secondary soloists. Chamber music and contrapuntal textures are
also employed to relegate the violinist to a first among equals. These innovations and the
resultant violinistic implications represent a new path forwards in the genre of the violin
concerto. These composers are, however, cognizant of both tradition and the expectations
of virtuoso soloists. Strides towards equality can be made, but a true, irrevocable
hierarchical leveling is not achieved. This tension, the new balance of power, and their
musical ramifications are the focus of this study.
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Introduction
“No more terrible disaster could befall your people than for them to fall into the hands of
a Hero.”1

I

The violin concerto is among the most enduring of musical forms. From its early
beginnings in seventeenth century Bologna, the violin concerto has thrived and evolved
through the intervening three and a half centuries. It has survived numerous artistic
revolutions and the upheavals of modernism. The violin concerto continues to flourish in
the new millennium as evidenced by the addition of dozens of new concerti to the
repertoire. It seems that the thirst of violinists for new musical and technical challenges is
unceasing as is their desire to stake out new ground in a genre dominated by works from
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.

The violin concerti of the twenty-first century seek to strike a new balance in the
relationship between soloist and orchestra. As I will show by focusing on the concerti of
Unsuk Chin (2001), Jennifer Higdon (2008), and Esa-Pekka Salonen (2009), there is a
general trend of moving away from the construction of the soloist as hero towards a more
democratic model. The role of the orchestra is expanded to that of a comparative equal
with the soloist in both structural and aesthetic terms. These three composers are,
however, cognizant of both tradition and the expectations of virtuoso soloists. Strides
1

Frank Herbert, Dune (1965; repr., New York: ACE, 2019), 340.
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towards equality can be made but a true, irrevocable hierarchical leveling is not achieved.
This tension, the new balance of power, and their musical ramifications are the focus of
this study.

I have chosen to focus on these three pieces for three reasons. Firstly, all three
have been recipients of major composition prizes demonstrating an enthusiastic reception
amongst composers and critics. The concerti of Unsuk Chin and Esa-Pekka Salonen were
both awarded the Grawemeyer Award2 in 2004 and 2012 respectively and Jennifer
Higdon’s Violin Concerto was awarded the 2010 Pulitzer Prize.3

Secondly, all three concerti have seen considerable and continued success in
concert. Each of the three works has entered the repertoires of multiple soloists. Viviane
Hagner premiered Chin’s concerto in 20024 and continues to be its most forceful and
frequent advocate, with performances having taken place in North America and Europe
in 2019. 5 In addition to numerous other violinists Jennifer Koh has also performed the
work, giving the Australian Premiere in 2018.6 Hilary Hahn premiered Higdon’s concerto
in 2009,7 and in 2019 the American violinist Benjamin Beilman performed the work in

2

“Music Composition,” Grawemeyer Awards, accessed September 7, 2019,
http://grawemeyer.org/music-composition/#toggle-id-3.
3
“Music,” The Pulitzer Prizes, accessed September 7, 2019, https://www.pulitzer.org/prizewinners-by-category/225.
4
“Chin, Unsuk: Violin Concerto,” Boosey & Hawkes, accessed September 10, 2019,
https://www.boosey.com/cr/music/Unsuk-Chin-Violin-Concerto/15183.
5
“Concert,” Viviane Hagner, accessed September 7, 2019,
http://www.vivianehagner.com/concert.
6
“MSO: Metropolis featuring Unsuk Chin Violin Concerto,” ABC Classic, last modified July 3,
2018, accessed September 7, 2019, https://www.abc.net.au/classic/programs/evenings/mso-metropolis2/9714534.
7
“Program Notes: Violin Concerto,” Jennifer Higdon, accessed September 10, 2019,
http://www.jenniferhigdon.com/pdf/program-notes/Violin-Concerto.pdf.
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the United States and Iceland.8 Salonen’s concerto was premiered by Leila Josefowicz in
20099 and in 2019 it was performed in the US, Germany, and Japan by three different
soloists.10 This track record of performances demonstrates the interest and passion with
which the works have been met in the violin community. Not only has each work secured
the all-important second major performance but they are continuing to reach wider
audiences more than a decade after their world premieres.

Finally, these three composers are representative of the increased diversity in
contemporary classical composition. Each of the three hails from a different continent
and a different school of composition. The South Korean born Unsuk Chin (b. 1961)
studied with György Ligeti (1923-2006) at the Hochschule für Musik und Theater
Hamburg,11 the American Jennifer Higdon (b. 1962) studied with George Crumb (b.
1929) at the University of Pennsylvania, 12 and the Finnish Esa-Pekka Salonen (b. 1958)
worked with Einojuhani Rautavaara (1928-2016) at the Sibelius Academy. 13 These
disparate musical backgrounds profoundly affect the aesthetic of each work. Despite
8

“Upcoing Performances,” Jennifer Higdon, accessed September 7, 2019,
http://jenniferhigdon.com/performancesresidencies.html.
9
“Performances,” Musical Sales: Classical, accessed September 7, 2019,
http://www.musicsalesclassical.com/Calendar.aspx?cpn=1&ps=10&Composer=EsaPekka%20Salonen&WorkTitle=Violin%20Concerto&SearchMode=1.
10
Ibid.
11
Grove Music Online, s.v. “Chin, Unsuk,” accessed September 7, 2019, https://wwwoxfordmusiconlinecom.ezproxy.rice.edu/grovemusic/view/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.001.0001/omo-9781561592630-e0000053607?rskey=3Argod&result=1.
12
Grove Music Online, s.v. “Higdon, Jennifer,” accessed September 7, 2019, https://wwwoxfordmusiconlinecom.ezproxy.rice.edu/grovemusic/view/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.001.0001/omo-9781561592630-e1002219143?rskey=6fiwKS&result=1.
13
Grove Music Online, s.v. “Salonen, Esa-Pekka,” accessed September 7, 2019, https://wwwoxfordmusiconlinecom.ezproxy.rice.edu/grovemusic/view/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.001.0001/omo-9781561592630-e0000044629?rskey=c6EtvW&result=2.
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these stylistic differences, they all demonstrate the profound paradigm shift that has
occurred in violin concerto writing of the twenty-first century.

II

A truly delightful amount of hand wringing and debate has transpired over the
etymology of the word “concerto.”14 The word almost certainly derives from the Latin
verb “concertare” meaning “to contend, dispute, debate.” The same word in Italian has,
unfortunately, a very different meaning, namely “to work together with someone.”15 Both
understandings of the word were used in the vocal and vocal/instrumental works that first
used the word “concerto” in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. 16

The tension between the ideas of debate and concord, of dispute and cooperation,
has been a central theme in the entire history of the concerto especially as it pertains to
the relationship between soloist and orchestra. The violin concerto has its origins in
Bologna with the works of Giuseppe Torelli (1658-1709), Giulio Taglietti (1660-1718),
and Tomaso Albinoni (1671-1751) and in Rome with the works of Arcangelo Corelli

14

As a lover of academic beefs I would love to take this opportunity to refer the reader to a few
examples of musicologists and linguists engaging in good old fashioned mudslinging. See David Boyden,
“When is a Concerto Not a Concerto?” The Musical Quarterly 43, no. 2 (Aril 1957): 220-232 and A. C. Keys,
“The Etymology of Concerto,” Italica 48, no. 4 (Winer 1971): 446-462.
15
Michael Talbot, “The Italian concerto in the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries,”
in The Cambridge Companion to the Concerto, ed. Simon P. Keefe (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 2005), 35.
16
Ibid.
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(1653-1713).17 Aside from a myriad of formal and aesthetic differences between the
Bolognese and Roman Concerto, a distinguishing feature is the relationship between the
mass and the individual. In the Bolognese concerti, the soloist is an extension of the
orchestra while in the Roman concerti, the orchestra is an amplification of the soloist.18

While this distinction may seem semantic in nature, it has formal and textural
ramifications. In the Roman concerti the primary conflict is contrapuntal and between the
treble voices of the trio sonata texture. In the Bolognese concerti, however, the contrast is
between soloist and ensemble and largely eschews the contrapuntal machinations of
Corelli and his followers. Every musical parameter including form, counterpoint, the
number of voices, and even instrumentation is affected by these divergent relationship
paradigms. 19

Despite the enduring popularity of Corelli’s oeuvre, it was the Bolognese practice
that would primarily influence Antonio Vivaldi (1678-1741). His L’estro armonico
(1711) is among the most important music publications of the eighteenth century. 20 It was
through the Duke of Weimar’s education in Amsterdam, where L’estro was published,

17

All of these composers are excellent questions in the game “Composer or Pasta.” See “Are
these words composers or types of pasta,” Classic FM, last modified August 22, 2018, accessed August 6,
2020, https://www.classicfm.com/discover-music/latest/composer-or-pasta-game/.
18
Grove Music Online, s.v. “concerto,” accessed September 8, 2019, https://wwwoxfordmusiconlinecom.ezproxy.rice.edu/grovemusic/view/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.001.0001/omo-9781561592630-e0000040737?rskey=dVhaca&result=1.
19
Michael Talbot, “The Italian concerto in the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries,”
in The Cambridge Companion to the Concerto, ed. Simon P. Keefe (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 2005), 36-42.
20
Ibid. 43-44.
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that J. S. Bach learned of the works.21 Bach’s transcriptions of several of the concerti
(perhaps most notably the Concerto for Four Violins in b minor RV 580 as BWV 1065)
constitute his first experiments in the genre. This eventually led to his composing two (or
three depending on one’s view of the original instrumentation of the Harpsichord
Concerto in d minor BWV 1052)22 additional violin concerti.23

The relationship between the soloist and orchestra and the consequent formal
implications continue to be themes throughout the genre’s history. The classical concerto,
much like its Bolognese predecessors, is predicated on the opposition of the individual
and the group.24 The hybrid of Sonata Form and ritornello form that became the double
exposition concerto form uses the orchestral tutti as a framing device and a way of
articulating form. 25 The orchestra is allowed to have a prominent role including
introducing primary musical material, but it leaves to the soloist the role of directing
changes of key, which are central to Sonata’s Form roving harmonic structure.26 The
supremacy of the soloist is never questioned. For Rosen, writing of Mozart’s concerti,
“the entrance of the soloist is an event, like the arrival of a new character on the sage.” 27

21

David Yearley, “The concerto in northern Europe to c. 1770,” in The Cambridge Companion to
the Concerto, ed. Simon P. Keefe (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2005), 54.
22
For a summary of the arguments see Neue Bach Ausgabe, Series VII, Band IV, 52. For an
examination of the work’s possible origins as an organ concerto see Christoph Wolff, “Did J.S. Bach Write
Organ Concertos? Apropos the Prehistory of Cantata Movements with Obligato Organ,” in Bach Studies
Volume 10: Bach and the Organ, ed. Matthew Dirst (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 2016):60-75.
23
David Yearley, “The concerto in northern Europe to c. 1770,” in The Cambridge Companion to
the Concerto, ed. Simon P. Keefe (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2005), 57.
24
th
Donald Tovey, “The Classical Concerto,” in Essays in Musical Analysis: vol. 3, 7 ed. (London:
Oxford University Press, 1981), 16.
25
Charles Rosen, Sonata Forms (London: W.W. Norton & Company Inc., 1980), 80.
26
Ibid., 74.
27
Charles Rosen, The Classical Style: Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, rev. ed. (London: W.W. Norton
& Company Inc., 1997), 197.
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The nature of the drama changed during the nineteenth century, which saw the
emergence of narratives of the heroic soloist. Works increased in scope, size, and
difficulty. Challenges barring the hero’s path becoming ever more daunting. Brahms’
Violin Concerto Op. 77 is often described, first by Joseph Hellmesberger (1828-1893), as
a concerto “not for but against the violin.” 28 Tchaikovsky explicitly described his First
Piano Concerto Op. 23 in these terms. In a letter to his patron Nadezhda von Meck he
writes of

Two forces possessed of equal rights, i.e. the powerful, inexhaustibly richly
colored orchestra, with which there struggles and over which there triumphs
(given a talented performer) a small, insignificant but strong-minded rival. In this
struggle there is such poetry and a whole mass of enticing combinations of sound
for the composer…29

One is reminded in this moment of the great line spoken by Galadriel in the film
The Lord of the Rings: The Fellowship of the Ring, “even the smallest person can change
the course of the future.”30 It is a stretch to draw a direct linkage between these heroic
narratives and the monomyth of the hero’s journey but the combative relationship seen in
these works is in line with the individuality and subjectivity that are at the heart of the

28

Boris Schwarz, “Joseph Joachim and the Genesis of Brahms’s Violin Concerto,” The Musical
Quarterly 69, no. 4 (Autumn 1983): 508.
29
John Warrack, Tchaikovsky, (New York: C. Scribner’s Sons, 1973), 164.
30
The Lord of the Rings: The Fellowship of the Ring, directed by Peter Jackson (New Line Cinema,
2001). This line is frequently misattributed to author J.R.R. Tolkien despite never appearing in the literary
trilogy. The line is in fact an adaptation of words spoken by Elrond concerning small hands doing great
deeds. See Michael D.C. Drought, ed., J.R.R. Tolkien Encyclopedia: Scholarship and Critical Assessment,
(New York: Routledge, 2006), 306.
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Romantic aesthetic. This is made explicit in Hector Berlioz’s Harold en Italie where,
despite not being a concerto, the viola obbligato symbolizes “the romantic loner, the
archetype of the age, testifying to the new role of the virtuoso protagonist was assuming
at the pinnacle of modern art.”31

This increased antagonism between the soloist and orchestra manifests itself in a
variety of ways. Works become symphonic in scope. The aforementioned Brahms’
Concerto is a famous example, having been originally conceived as having four
movements before replacing the two middle movements with a “poor Adagio.” 32 Even
more overtly virtuosic works such as Henri Vieuxtemps’s Concerto No. 4, which was
termed “a magnificent symphony with violin solo” by Berlioz, 33 had symphonic
aspirations.34 Orchestrations become denser and more elaborate and a greater number of
instruments are called upon. Beethoven’s use of the timpani in his Violin Concerto is not
only a reference to French operatic and violin literature of the time 35 but is also integral to
the motivic development of the work.36 Nearly a century later, Jean Sibelius’s addition of

31

Richard Taruskin, “Chapter 5: Virtuosos,” in Music in the Nineteenth Century (New York: Oxford
University Press, n.d.), accessed July 19, 2020, https://www-oxfordwesternmusiccom.ezproxy.rice.edu/view/Volume3/actrade-9780195384833-chapter-005.xml.
32
Boris Schwarz, “Joseph Joachim and the Genesis of Brahms’s Violin Concerto,” The Musical
Quarterly 69, no. 4 (Autumn 1983): 507-8.
33
Aloysius T Leong, “The Five Violin Concertos of Henri Vieuxtemps: Style Structure, Influence,
and Performance Practice” (DMA diss., University of Connecticut, 2000), 99.
34
R. Larry Todd, “Nineteenth-century concertos for strings and winds,” in The Cambridge
Companion to the Concerto, ed. Simon P. Keefe (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2005), 124-125.
35
Lewis Lockwood, Beethoven: The Music and the Life (New York: W.W. Norton & Company Inc.,
2003), 246.
36
Robin Stowell, Beethoven: Violin Concerto (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998), 7073.
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three trombones to his Violin Concerto would be vital for providing that work with its
“brooding Nordic atmosphere.” 37

In order to counterbalance this increased orchestral heft, the writing for the soloist
became increasingly virtuosic. This is not only true for works written by violinistcomposers such as Nicolò Paganini (1782-1840), Charles-Auguste de Bériot (18021870), and Henryk Wieniawski (1835-80), but also for pieces by composers with loftier
artistic ambitions. It is one of history’s small ironies that the development of the first
movement of Felix Mendelssohn’s Violin Concerto No. 2 Op. 64 is comprised mostly of
a cadenza despite Mendelssohn’s ostensible suspicion towards virtuoso displays. 38
Additionally, Louis Sophr’s (1784-1859) penchant for consecutive staccato strokes
executed on a single up or down bow captivated Mendelssohn to such a degree that he
included the technique in the finale of his own concerto.39

This increased reliance on violinistic pyrotechnics also had a distinctly sexual
nature. Contemporary writings focus on the theme of conquest. In writing about midnineteenth century performances given by pianists in Paris, Katharine Ellis writes “The
sexual imagery centers on issues of control: control of the audience by the performer,
barely maintained self-control among the listeners themselves.” 40 In the case of Paganini,
37

Grove Music Online, s.v. “Sibelius, Jean, accessed September 12, 2019, https://wwwoxfordmusiconlinecom.ezproxy.rice.edu/grovemusic/view/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.001.0001/omo-9781561592630-e0000043725?rskey=9WFK4p#omo-9781561592630-e-0000043725-div1-0000043725.4.
38
Larry Todd, Mendelssohn: A Life in Music (New York: Oxford University Press, 2003), 275.
39
Clive Brown, Louis Spohr: A Critical Biography, (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1984),
231-233.
40
Katharine Ellis, “Female Pianists and Their Male Critics,” Journal of the American Musicological
Society 50, no. 2/3 (Autumn, 1997): 356-357.
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the contemporary discourse centered on the technical, musical, physical, and sexual
conquest of the violin itself. 41 The violinist’s persona combined aspects of medieval
folklore and Faustian malevolence that created the image of the violin “figured as an
innocent woman subjected to the licentious assaults of a vicious criminal using the bow
as a phallus/weapon.”42

As this brief foray into the history of the concerto demonstrates, the relationship
between the soloist and orchestra in a concerto has a direct and profound impact on all
musical parameters. This remains true for the violin concerti of the twenty-first century
where the paradigm has shifted away from the construction of the soloist as hero. This
metamorphosis has affected the aesthetics, orchestration, form, texture, and virtuosity of
these works.

IV

The relationship between soloist and orchestra has become increasingly
democratic in the past decades. Using the violin concerti of Unsuk Chin, Jennifer Higdon,
and Esa-Pekka Salonen as examples, I will demonstrate that composers in this century
have challenged but not abandoned the supremacy and centrality of the violin soloist. The
role of the orchestra has been expanded, being given greater aesthetic and structural
responsibility. The virtuosity expected of professional orchestra musicians is exploited,
with these composers frequently calling on secondary soloists. Chamber music and
41

Maiko Kawabata, “Virtuosity, the Violin, the Devil… What really made Paganini ‘demonic.’”
Current Musicology 83 (Spring 2007): 93-94.
42
Ibid., 93.
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contrapuntal textures are also employed to relegate the violinist to a first among equals.
These innovations and the resultant violinistic implications represent a new path forwards
in the genre of the violin concerto.

The opening chapter will concern the expansion of the orchestra. This growth not
only refers to an increase in the number of performers on stage or to an increase in the
number and variety of instruments but also to an expansion of the orchestra’s dramatic
role. The orchestra has developed a greater sense of agency and as such is central to the
structural and aesthetic innovations witnessed in these works. The alternation between
soloist and orchestra that is so integral to Classical and Romantic concerti gives way to
newer and subtler organizing principles, many of which are centered on the orchestra.
Increased use of polystylist techniques also arises almost exclusively from the orchestral
writing.

Paired with this increased autonomy comes a willingness to showcase individual
members of the orchestra. These three composers are eager to elevate these musicians to
the same hierarchical level as the violin soloist. While the use of secondary soloists is not
unique to these works, the frequency with which they are used represents a dramatic shift.
This will be the focus of the second chapter.

The third chapter will examine the use of chamber music and counterpoint within
these works. These textures are inherently democratic and as such are rare in traditional

12

concerto composition. These styles of writing reduce the profile of the soloist to a first
among equals and occasionally a section member.

Finally, this study will examine the violinistic implications of the compositional
choices outlined above. A host of extended techniques are called upon in order for the
soloist to become a collaborator with the orchestra. As the ensemble diversifies
sonically, more adventurous timbres and modes of playing are employed and
emphasized. Virtuoso idioms are used although they are often prized more for their
ability to blend than for their technical brilliance. The writing for violin also provides a
vital counterbalance to the procedures outlined above. Through demanding technical
writing, cadenzas, and other traditional methods, Chin, Higdon, and Salonen guarantee
that these works remain concerti, with a violin soloist at the center.

The conclusion will not only recapitulate the arguments made in the preceding
chapters but will also zoom out and examine these trends from a historical perspective.
This does not only pertain to the history of the concerto but to the state of contemporary
composition writ large. These three works have been well received by specialists who are
intensely invested in the new music scene and are gradually working their way into the
repertoires of violinists. Their continued success in concert also points towards a relative
level of acceptance by the typically conservative orchestra-going public. As such these
three concerti have something to say about the present and future of contemporary
classical music.
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Chapter I
“You are in command now, Admiral Piett”43

I

As was noted in the Introduction, the relationship between the violinist and
orchestra has largely been oppositional, that of an individual against a group.
Simultaneously, the orchestra itself has significantly evolved over the past three and a
half centuries, with the mass growing in size and timbral diversity. In studying the
evolving relationship between the soloist and orchestra in the violin concerto the
changing makeup of the orchestra from the time of Torelli to the present day is a central
issue. This metamorphosis has offered composers new possibilities and challenges.

The early orchestras of Corelli, Torelli, and Vivaldi consisted of strings and
harpsichord. The number of string parts was not yet uniform in Italy. While several works
use the standard two violin sections along with violas, cellos and bass, Vivaldi’s L’estro
armonico is scored for four violin sections and two viola sections. While these parts are
not always independent, Vivaldi’s approach illustrates that the composition of string
forces was not yet firmly established. Meanwhile, the opera and ballet orchestras of the
French court under Jean-Baptiste Lully replaced the Renaissance shawms and cornets

43

The Empire Strikes Back, directed by Irvin Kershner (Lucasfilm Ltd., 1980), accessed July 28,
2020, https://www.disneyplus.com/video/90ff6e09-afd3-4d46-a2cb-80e3767e67ea.
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with Baroque flutes, oboes, and bassoons. 44 Concerti were however not being composed
in France during the Baroque period. As such these orchestral innovations were not felt in
the concerto repertoire for some decades.

The classical concerto witnessed the expansion of the orchestra with the addition
of woodwinds and horns. Mozart’s five violin concerti each call for two oboes and two
horns and his Concerto No. 3 in G Major Kv. 216 also includes two flutes in the slow
movement. Despite not being called for explicitly by Mozart, historical practice
additionally suggests doubling the bass part with bassoons.45 In the nineteenth century,
Beethoven added trumpets and timpani to his concerto and Sibelius added three
trombones.

The expansion of the orchestra in the twentieth century is primarily the story of
the increased use of percussion. While more woodwind and brass instruments are also
called upon, (the solo writing for piccolo and tuba in Prokofiev’s Concerto No. 1 in D
Major Op. 19 being a memorable example) these works are most notable for their everburgeoning batteries of percussion. For example, Prokofiev’s Violin Concerto No. 2 in G
minor Op. 63 calls for snare drum, bass drum, castanets, cymbals, and triangles while
Bartók’s Concerto No. 2 demands timpani, side drum, bass drum, cymbals, triangle, and
tam-tam. This ability to use more orchestral timbres does not necessarily equate to a
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larger orchestra. Ligeti’s Violin Concerto is written for a chamber orchestra comprised of
twenty-four musicians. Despite its modest size, the score calls for suspended cymbals,
crotales, tubular bells, a gong, a tam-tam, two woodblocks, tambourine, snare drum, ship,
swanee whistles, glockenspiel, vibraphone, and marimba. Ligeti also calls for a violin and
viola with scordatura tuning and for the wind players to double on ocarinas. By the end of
the twentieth century the orchestra, to put it in the words of a certain animated film from
the 1990s, is “Bigger, Badder, and Uncut.”46

The violin concerti of Unsuk Chin, Jennifer Higdon, and Esa-Pekka Salonen all
take advantage of this diversification of the orchestra timbral palette. In terms of
percussion requirements, Higdon and Salonen are comparatively conservative by only
calling for two and three percussionists plus timpani respectively. Chin meanwhile
demands five players. Their list of percussion requirements are shown below:

Chin: Glockenspiel, 2 Vibraphones, Xylophone, 2 Marimbas, Lithophone, Antique
Cymbals, Tubular bels, Triangle, 3 Tam-Tams, 3 Mounted Cymbals, Small Cymbal,
Thundersheet, Metal Block, Bass Drum, 2 Tambourines, 2 Snare drums, Steel drums,
Zanzam Cencerros, Guiro, Claves, Javanese Gong, and Gong Drum. While it is not
played by a percussionist, she also includes a harpsichord.

Higdon: Suspended Cymbal, Chinese Cymbal, Sizzle Cymbal, Rute, Chimes, Crotales,
Marimba (5-octave), Bass Drum, Glockenspiel, and Knitting Needles.

46
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Salonen: Vibraphone, Bass Drum, Glockenspiel, Log Drum (high pitch), Marimba, Tom
toms, Tam-tam, Tuned Gongs (fourteen)47, and Drum Set.

Salonen’s inclusion of the drum set and Chin’s inclusion of the Javanese Gong
and harpsichord point to polystylist traits in these works. These traits have been
acknowledged by both Chin and Salonen. Chin has stated:

I am highly fascinated about non-European musical cultures. I am especially
fascinated about the world of Balinese gamelan music. It has been an inspiration
for many pieces of mine48

Salonen for his part has said:

We have fine percussion players but the unbelievable agility of some of the rock
players is fascinating. So I thought one day I’ll include a set and I thought it
would create an interesting juxtaposition. How would they relate to each other?49

It is important to note that this incorporation of non-classical styles and traditions is not
driven by the soloist but by the orchestra. The orchestra’s expanded timbral palette makes
these references more explicit.
.
47

What a power move.
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49
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II

In the first decades of the twenty-first century the soloist’s sparring partner has
become more immense and multifaceted. The soloist is no longer accompanied by a small
ensemble consisting of similar tone colors but by an orchestra with “gadgets and gizmos
aplenty…whozits and whatzits galore.”50 The orchestra is also unafraid to flex its
muscles by taking a more central role in the unfolding musical drama. In the classical
concerto and its Romantic successors, alternation between soloist and orchestra provided
the structural backbone of the form51 with formal consistency being established by
1750.52 Even in cases where the norm is subverted and the soloist opens the concerto
(Mozart’s Piano Concerto in E-flat Kv. 271 and Beethoven’s Piano Concerto No. 4 in G
Major, Op. 58 to cite two famous examples from the classical period), the alternation of
soloist and orchestra is the primary means by which structure is articulated. 53

Unsuk Chin, Jennifer Higdon, and Esa-Pekka Salonen use more nuanced and
varied organizing practices in their concerti. The alternation of soloist and orchestra and
its structural importance is not totally abandoned but it is only one possible procedure
that can be employed. The composers can juxtapose different orchestral families or they
can contrast more intimate chamber writing with more fully orchestrated passages. The
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The Little Mermaid, directed by Ron Clements and John Musker (Walt Disney Pictures, 1989),
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51
Charles Rosen, The Classical Style: Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, rev. ed. (London: W.W. Norton
& Company Inc., 1997), 197.
52
Jane Stevens, “Theme, Harmony, and Texture in Classic-Romantic Descriptions of Concerto
First-Movement Form,” Journal of the American Musicological Society 27, no. 1 (Spring 1974): 25.
53
Charles Rosen, Sonata Forms (London: W.W. Norton & Company Inc., 1980), 77.
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dimensions of the orchestra can also be increased or decreased to give a section contour
and the orchestra can provide all of the structural markers independently of the soloist.

III

The first movement of Esa-Pekka Salonen’s Violin Concerto, entitled “Mirage,”
offers an excellent example of an instance in which the alternation of soloist and
orchestra is integral to the structure of the movement. The movement is not, however, the
Double Exposition Sonata Form that one would expect of a classical concerto but is
instead best understood as a double variation form. The first theme group is dominated by
the soloist while the second is dominated by the orchestra. The movement reaches its
climax when the two groups converge.

In the classical era, the opposition between soloist and orchestra was supported by
the contrast and reconciliation of keys. In Salonen’s post-tonal musical language,
contrasting pitch materials take the place of common practice tonality.

Figure 1: Salonen Concerto First Movement, measures 1-4
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Measures one though four (Figure 1) utilise notes form the octatonic collection
[013479], and beginning with the harp chord in measure, five another octatonic set is
used [013467]. The only common tones between those hexachords are F and B. The
thirteenth measure sees the introduction of a [013579] hexachord, Scriabin’s “mystic
chord,” a harmony containing elements of both the whole tone and the octatonic scale. 54
The rest of the opening section oscillates between different hexachords, all either
octatonic or transpositions of the “mystic chord,” a procedure commonly found in
Salonen’s music. 55 Each new collection is articulated by a chord in the celeste. It is
especially worth noting that the violin line does not require large leaps. Most of the
motion is stepwise and the distance between pitches is rarely larger than a minor third.

The entire section scored for the solo violin with added color from the orchestra.
Only the celeste, harp, vibraphone, and glockenspiel are called upon, allowing the soloist
to be heard easily and without the potentially overbearing presence of winds or brass.
These instruments reinforce the violin as seen in Figure 2.
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Grove Music Online, s.v. “Skryabin, Aleksandr Nikolayevich,” accessed September 23, 2019,
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Figure 2: Salonen Concerto First Movement, measures 19-24

It is worth noting that both the “mystic chord” and the octatonic scale contain
perfect fifths. As their interval vectors show, the [013579] hexachord contains two
interval class fives (one of which is an inversion of the other), and the octatonic scale
[0134679T] contains four interval class fives (two of which are inversions of the other
two).56 While Salonen has chosen to emphasize the smaller interval classes in this
opening section, these harmonic features will become more salient later in the movement.

The passage beginning at measure seventy-six (Figure 3) constitutes the
beginning of the second theme group. This section sees a much fuller orchestration
including full strings, winds, horns, and trombones. The range has also been expanded to
include the double basses extending the lower extreme of the register by two octaves.
Despite the indicated tempo change the thirty-second notes in the celeste and winds are
the same speed as the sixteenth notes that had been played by the soloist during the
opening passage. This allows the perpetual motion to persist.
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Joseph Straus, Introduction to Post-Tonal Theory, 3rd ed. (Upper Saddle River, New Jersey:
Pearson Education Ltd., 2005), 262-264.
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Figure 3: Salonen First Movement, measures 76-78
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At first blush the harmonic characteristics of this passage are very similar to those
of the first theme group. For instance measure seventy-six sees a mystic chord followed
by a different transposition of the same collection in measure eighty. The section’s final
measures see octatonic pentachords of [01469] and [02358] in measures eighty-four and
eighty-six respectively. While these are very similar sonorities to those found at the
beginning, what is notable is the ways in which Salonen choses to deploy these pitch
materials. Notice for instance the drone fifth in the celli and basses in measure seventysix and the outlining of perfect fourths and fifths in the celeste and winds in measures
seventy-seven and seventy-eight. The sustained strings and moving winds may
collectively be sounding sonorities identical to those through which the soloist was
arpeggiating but the quintal emphasis is what stands out to the listener.

The contrast between these two theme groups can be seen along several musical
parameters. These include density of orchestration, range, melodic contours, and whether
the soloist or the orchestra is the primary actor. Table 1 outlines the structure of the
movement with an emphasis on these musical features.

In this movement, as in the classical concerto, the form is given textural clarity
through the alternation of soloist and orchestra. The first six sections of the movement
can be understood as Theme A, Theme B, Theme A First Variation, Theme B First
Variation, Theme A Second Variation, and Theme B Second Variation. These sections
are defined as much by their texture and orchestration as by their melodic and harmonic
characteristics.
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Table 1: Salonen First Movement Structural Outline

Measure

Section

Melodic intervals

Orchestration

Theme Group A

Conjunct

Violin plus celeste, harp,

Number
1-75

and percussion.
76-88

Theme Group B

Quintal

Orchestra (strings, winds,
horns and trombone)

89-127

Theme Group A:

Conjunct

Variation 1
128-135

Theme Group B:

piccolo.
Quintal

Variation 1
136-145

Same as A plus flute and

Same as B plus
vibraphone and harp

Theme Group A:

Conjunct with

Violin with harp and

Variation 2

quintal

celeste

accompaniment
146-148

Theme Group B:

Quintal

Orchestra

Conjunct

Violin plus sustained

Variation 2
149-167

Quasi Cadenza

chords
168-203

Theme Groups A

Conjunct

Violin and orchestra

Quintal

Violin and orchestral

and B: A
Emphasis
204-214

Theme Groups A
and B: B Emphasis

drone
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Figure 4: Salonen First Movement, measure 192-194
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A significant part of the process of this double variation form is the merger of the
two theme groups. While this is most evident in the final two sections of the movement, it
can already be seen in the first six sections of the piece. For instance, the harp and
vibraphone which were part of the soloist’s timbral reinforcements at the beginning join
the tutti orchestra in the first variation of Theme Group B. Similarly, the oscillating fifths
motive that permeates Theme Group B appears in the second variation of Theme Group
A.

Following the quasi cadenza this integration becomes much more apparent. The
open fifth drones from Theme group B are found throughout but the passagework in the
solo violin, strings, and winds is conjunct as it is in Theme Group A. The full
orchestration and use of the full range of the orchestra is also reminiscent of Theme
Group B. The use of related pitch collections throughout the movement allows this
merger to occur. For instance in measure 193 (Figure 4) the solo violin and strings are
outlining a [013467] octatonic hexachord while the winds and brass are sustaining a Dflat/A-flat fifth which is a subset of that collection. The combination of these musical
ideas is facilitated by Salonen’s harmonic construction.

The movement ends with the soloist alone, continuing the perpetual motion from
the rest of the movement. However, the soloist has adopted the oscillating fifths which
were so pervasive in the orchestral writing. This can be viewed as a continuation of the
recombining of musical ideas that began in the previous section. The ending can also be
viewed as the soloist succumbing to the influence of the orchestra. Unlike the heroic first
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movements of the great Romantic concerti, the opening movement of Salonen’s Violin
Concerto ends with the soloist losing their sense of individuality and becoming
assimilated into the orchestral fabric.

IV

The alternation between soloist and orchestra is still a technique used by twentyfirst century composers, albeit for non-traditional ends. A modification of this concept
can be another way in which composers structure their movements. In these instances
there can be alternation between families of instruments, between tessituras, or between
groups of differing sizes. What is common about each of these procedures is that they are
not reliant upon the soloist. The orchestra is capable of defining the structure
independently of the violinist, a significant departure from previous practices.

The second movement of Jennifer Higdon’s Violin Concerto, entitled
“Chaconni,” is a clear example of the use of this principle. The title is derived from the
Italianized plural form of the word chaconne, a reference to the Baroque dance form that
reaches its apotheosis in the finale of J.S. Bach’s Partita No. 2 in D Minor BWV 1004 for
Solo Violin. Higdon’s work is one in a long list of works written in response or in
homage to that seminal work, including Béla Bartók’s Sonata for Solo Violin, Luciano
Berio’s Sequenza VIII, John Corigliano’s The Red Violin: Chaconne, and Esa-Pekka
Salonen’s Lachen Verlernt. Despite alluding to pre-classical models, Higdon is still able
innovate and experiment within those parameters.
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The chaconne in its Baroque form is a dance in triple meter using ground bass
variation techniques. In the second movement of her violin concerto, Higdon establishes
three different chaconnes that alternate throughout. In this analysis, I will refer to these
materials as Chaconnes A, B, and C. Higdon largely eschews the dance character of the
form and instead focusses on the repetition of harmonic patterns. This is evidenced by
two of these chaconnes being in common time as opposed to the traditional triple meter.

The first of these chaconnes (Figure 5) is in essence a refrain that is returned to
many times in the course of the movement. This passage acts as a structural marker and
as a dividing line between the other two chaconnes.

Figure 5: Higdon Second Movement, measure 1-6
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A few things are notable about this passage. It is comprised of two trios one of
which is made up of flute, oboe, and first clarinet, and the other is constituted by two
bassoons and second clarinet. These two groups move in contrary motion. The upper trio
moves in parallel root position triads and the lower trio is moving in parallel stacked
fourths. These quartal sonorities of the lower trio recall harmonization practices utilised
in nineteenth-century American hymnals. 57 Quartal and quintal harmonies are also a
staple of Aaron Copland’s music. 58 The influence of Copland also manifests itself in the
composite harmonic structure. All of the pitches used are derived from the C Major scale
which is reminiscent of Copland’s pandiatonicism in Appalachian Spring.59 Finally,
Higdon uses a relatively small number of instruments for this material and emphasises
brighter, higher sounding timbres. These characteristics will become vital in providing
contrast with the other two theme groups.

Chaconne B (Figure 6) appears directly after Chaconne A. On a surface timbral
level, this passage is distinct from its predecessor in both its orchestration and range. The
strings now dominate the landscape and the tessitura has dropped significantly. While the
bass of this passage is only a third lower than that of Chaconne A, the top voice has been
transposed downwards by more than an octave. The lower range of the material is further
emphasized by the solo cello. The change in orchestration from woodwinds to strings and
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the lowering of the tessitura allow these two chaconnes to stand in relief from one
another.

Figure 6: Higdon Second Movement, measures 7-18

The harmonic and rhythmic nature of Chaconne B is also unique. Triadic
harmonies are predominantly used outlining the progression B-flat Major, A Major, Bflat Major, F Major, B-flat Major, G Major, and D Major. These triads do not outline a
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comprehensible progression when examined through the lens of common practice
tonality but instead have more in common with the chromaticism of Orlando di Lasso
(1532-1594) and other late Renaissance composers. For instance in this excerpt from his
Stabat Mater (Figure 7), the first four chords- F Major, g minor, D Major, and C Majorare not contained within a single key.

Figure 7: Lasso Stabat Mater

Higdon veers even more wildly than Lasso. Instead of going from two flats to two
sharps (four steps on the circle of fifths), she goes from two flats to three sharps (five
steps). Whether or not Higdon intends for this passage to refer explicitly to Renaissance
music is however less pertinent than the fact that these harmonic and rhythmic features
are distinct from the “Americana” of Chaconne A. She is using many musical parameters
to generate contrast and articulate form.

Finally, Chaconne B uses orchestral soloists every time the material appears.
Following the aforementioned cello solo the melodic line is transferred to the English
horn in measure ten followed by the oboe in measure eighteen. This melody continues to
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move throughout the orchestra. By the time Chaconne A reappears in measure sixty-one,
eight different musicians have shared the spotlight.

Figure 8: Higdon Second Movement, measures 110-113

Chaconne C (Figure 8) is more of an amalgamation of the other two chaconnes
and a development upon those themes than a separate musical idea. Similarly to
Chaconne A, it uses multidimensional parallelism and again divides the woodwinds into
two trios. Each of these trios are moving in parallel major triads although they are not
moving in tandem nor are they borrowing from the same collection. The upper trio moves
B-flat, C, D, B, C-sharp, E, C while the lower trio progresses B-flat, C, A, B-flat, C.

This centrality of the B-flat Major triad is one of the features that are borrowed
from Chaconne B. The relatively low range of the passage is also consistent with
Chaconne B. Despite being scored similarly to Chaconne A, Chaconne C remains in a
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mellow register, never allowing the flutes to rise too high. This music also takes
advantage of numerous orchestral soloists.

Chaconne C, by merging elements of the two previous chaconnes, acts as a
developmental section. It also appears near the end of the movement as a Coda. Table 2
outlines the form of the movement. In this reading, Chaconne A is a refrain, articulating
the divisions between each of the sections. Due to chaconnes being predicated on the
repetition of harmonic progression, it may perhaps seem counterintuitive to read this
movement as a type of Sonata Form in which the first theme group is not recapitulated
(as in Mozart’s Violin Concerto No. 4 Kv. 218). However, Higdon is able to use changes
of tempo in Chaconne B to generate contrasting theme groups.

As has been outlined above the orchestra, independently of the soloist, has
articulated the formal scheme of the movement. The alternation of soloist and orchestra is
not necessary. Instead Higdon uses tessitura, tempo, harmony, and instrumentation to
create contrast and clarity.

The soloist throughout the movement is more of an obbligato, an ornamentation
of an underlying structure, than a traditional solo part. The prolific use of supplemental
soloists further undercuts the violinist’s prominence. For instance the Recapitulation
(Figure 9) begins with an English horn solo that is then joined by a duet of the
Concertmaster and principal cello. The English horn transfers the melody to the oboe in
measure 160 followed by the flute in 163. The bassoon takes the figure over in measure
166 before the orchestral tutti in 170.
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Table 2: Higdon Second Movement Formal Outline

Measure

Chaconne Tempo (Quarter Notes per

Section

Minute)
1-6

A

52

Refrain

7-60

B

60

Exposition-Theme Group 1

61-64

A

60

Refrain

65-103

B

60, accelerando to 84

Theme Group 2

104-109

A

72

Refrain

110-142

C

66, accelerando to 72

Development

143-151

A

52

Refrain

152-195

B

52, accelerando to 84

Recapitulation-Theme Group
B

196-201

A

52

Refrain

202-220

C

52

Coda

Although the soloist is often playing very florid, ornate, and virtuosic music, they
are never allowed to be the sole recipient of the listener’s attention. The independence of
the orchestra, and the featuring of many individual musicians, ensures that the violinist is
never able to gain hierarchical supremacy. By being responsible for articulating form, the
orchestra is in essence in the driver’s seat. The soloist is simply along for the ride.
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Figure 9: Higdon Second Movement, measures 149-155
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V

In addition to being the principal articulator of form, the orchestra can also shape
the contour of a section largely independently of the soloist as is the case in the first
movement of Unsuk Chin’s Violin Concerto. Instead of looking at the movement as a
whole, 60 I will focus on one particular section, determining the ways in which Unsuk
Chin uses the orchestral forces at her disposal to shape a passage.

The first sixty-three measures of the piece are an excellent example of the
orchestra, rather than the soloist serving as the main driver of the music’s development.
This passage builds to the first climax of the movement and Chin uses several
compositional tools to bring it about. Firstly there is the gradual expansion of the
orchestration. Concurrent with that expansion is a growth in the rhythmic complexity.
There is also a steady increase in the number of pitches being deployed. Finally there is
melodic development occurring independently of the soloist.

The piece opens with an ostinato in the marimbas, 61 a roll in the steel drums, and
a low drone in the double basses. Kay Kyurim Rhie has argued that the combination of
the marimbas and steel drums is designed to evoke a bamboo gamelan ensemble known
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as a “jegog.”62 The solo violin enters in the second measure using the same rhythmic
material as the marimbas. Table 3 details the sequence of entrances throughout this first
section.

Table 3: Chin First Movement, instrument entrances

Measure

Instrument Entrance

Number
1

Percussion (Marimbas and Steel Drums) and Double Basses.

2

Solo Violin.

10

Contrabassoon.

20

Harps.

38

Horns, Cellos, and Timpani. Steel Drums exit.

40

Winds (Flute, Oboes, and Clarinets).

42

Harps with increased activity.

56

Four Horns in rhythmic unison.

Unsuk Chin, even before using dynamic indications is able to build a mass of sound
simply through adding more players to the texture.

In conjunction with this quilting of timbres comes a layering of rhythmic material.
As mentioned above the piece opens with an ostinato in the marimbas. The palindromic
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quintuplet nature of the pattern is reflected in the violin writing. The ostinato in each
voice is two quarter notes long (Figure 10).

Figure 10: Chin First movement, measures 1-5

Viewed as a composite, the violin and marimba articulations occur on the first,
second, and fifth quintuplet of each quarter note beat. The steel drums add another
rhythmic feature in the fourth bar by changing pitch every dotted quarter note. Given that
these changes occur of the second and fifth eighth notes of each measure they create the
sense of a displaced 3/8 meter.

The entrance of the contrabassoon (Figure 11) adds another implied meter to the
texture. The contrabassoons move in unison with the double basses at the midway point
in each bar effectively representing a displaced triple meter.
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Figure 11: Chin First Movement, Contrabassoon measures 12-17

This melodic line soon develops and becomes more rhythmically active. Figure
12 shows the dotted eighth note becoming the primary subdivision revealing that the
contrabassoons and double bases are in fact playing in a 12/16 meter. This diminution
allows Chin to build rhythmic momentum in advance of this first section’s primary
inflection point at measure 38.

Figure 12: Chin First Movement, Contrabassoon measures 30-35

Taken all together in the first thirty-seven measures one can see three layers of 2/4
meter with quintuplet subdivisions in the violin and marimbas, 3/8 in the steel drums, and
12/16 in the double basses and contrabassoons. This gradual addition of rhythmic
complexity and in particular the increased movement in the contrabassoon and double
basses allows for tension to be built and developed. In this web of sound the solo violin is
merely one actor.

Measure 38 is a turning point in the passage. In addition to marking the entrance
of the celli, horns, and timpani it is also the point at which the ostinati in the marimbas
and violin change (Figure 13). While the patterns continue to be two quarter notes in
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duration the number of notes in those patterns increases. The solo violin articulates every
quintuplet with note changes on the first, second, fourth, sixth, eighth, and tenth
quintuplet in each group. The composite of the marimba patterns shows articulations on
the first, third, fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh, eighth and ninth quintuplet of each two quarter
note. Despite this increased intensity these cells remain palindromic.

In addition to this increased rhythmic activity Chin adds yet another rhythmic
layer to this mosaic. The horns enter in measure thirty-eight alternating between two pairs
of players. Although the pitch content of these phrases changes their rhythmic profile
stays the same (Figure 13). Using Henry Cowell’s system of rhythm notation63 one can
analyze the figure as having the eighth note quintuplet, or the tenth note, as its basic
metric unit. From there the passage breaks into groups of two, three, and four tenth notes
respectively. This results in an implied time signature of 9/10 or more accurately
(2+3+4)/10.
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Henry Cowell, New Musical Resources, (New York: Something Else Press Inc., 1930), 58.
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Figure 13: Chin First Movement, measures 36-40
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This opening sixty-three measures utilises a complex tapestry of rhythmic
patterns. Chen’s approach is not unique but draws on a fascination with rhythmic
patterning found throughout the twentieth century. Almost a century earlier Igor
Stravinsky used a similarly intricate weaving of implied meters in the climax of Part I of
Le Sacre du Printemps.64 Later, Elliott Carter’s conception of counterpoint was largely
dependent on polyrhythms. 65 What is notable and innovative is Chin’s decision to
increase rhythmic tension largely independently of the soloist.

The final way in which Chin builds tension in the passage is through her use of
pitch materials. The first sixteen measures of the piece only use the pitches classes D, E,
G, and A. These four pitches correspond to the open strings of the violin and could be
seen as homage to the concerti of Alban Berg and György Ligeti. Berg’s concerto
memorably opens with an arpeggiation of the open strings and Ligeti’s begins with rapid
string crossings between them.66 In the course of the ensuing forty-two measures more
pitch classes are added until a complete chromatic aggregate is formed. Table 4 tracks the
addition of pitch classes to the texture.
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Table 4: Chin First Movement, addition of pitch classes

Measure

Pitch Classes

Instruments in which they are added

Added
1

D, E, G, A

Marimbas

17

F-sharp

Violin

22

C and C-sharp

Marimbas and Violin respectively

26

G-sharp and B

Violin

39

A-sharp

Violin

41

F

Violin

53

D-sharp

Horns and Marimbas

Concurrent with this addition of pitch materials is an expansion of register. This
occurs primarily during the first thirty-eight measures of the piece. The downwards
expansion of the register is controlled by the contrabassoon who enters in the ninth
measure on the D3 on which the double basses have been droning. The contrabassoon
soon drops to G2 in measure twelve which remains the lowermost limit until measure
thirty-seven. Strictly speaking C2 marks the lowermost point. Given the entrance of the
timpani on D2 as a pedal point, it is perhaps more useful to think of D2 as the base note
upon which the rest of the texture is built.

A similar process occurs with the upwards expansion of register in the violin. This
process takes place over a briefer period moving from D3 to G-sharp 7 in the span of
twenty-six measures. This procedure has its basis overtly in the music of Chin’s teacher
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György Ligeti. In particular the act of “filling” music space, of “accreting” new pitches,
and “shifting” elements upwards and downwards is reminiscent of Ligeti’s use of clusters
in his meccanico music of the 1960s and 70s. 67

It would be obviously inaccurate to suggest that the orchestra is the only dynamic
force in the passage. The soloist contributes to the development of the passage in ways
that complement the orchestral processes described above. The violin’s ostinato pattern
from the opening changes to one that is more rhythmically active and the collection of
pitches from which the material is derived gradually expands. The soloist is however only
one facet of the texture and is not a primary instigator of structural developments.
Through focussing on this approximately sixty seconds of music we have seen that it is
the orchestra that drives the development and drama of the passage.

VI

The orchestra, regardless of the soloist, can and does define musical structure. In
these three pieces we have already seen several viable alternatives to the paradigmatic
alternation of soloist and orchestra that defines much of the standard concerto repertoire.
Contrasts of tessitura and timbre can clarify form as they do in Higdon and a section’s
contours can be defined by orchestra size and dimension as they are in Chin. Even when
alternation defines the structure, as it does in Salonen, the soloist is not necessarily
triumphant.
67
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Music 31, no. 1 (Winter 1993): 172-174.
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What all of these processes have in common is their relative independence from
the soloist. The violinist may complement the orchestra, contribute to the process, or exist
outside of it, but the orchestra has, in these three pieces taken the reins and asserted its
agency.
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Chapter II
“Only one hand at a time can wield the One… so do not trouble to say we!”68

I

The violin concerto has seen a fundamental shift in the balance of power between
the soloist and the orchestra during the first two decades of the twenty-first century. As
was demonstrated in the first chapter, the orchestra has grown in terms of both size and
timbral possibilities. Composers have asserted the structural importance of the orchestra,
being no longer content to have it merely accompany a virtuoso soloist. Concurrent with
this development is the trend among composers to write for the orchestra with greater
subtlety and nuance. One particularly notable practice is the elevation of individual
members of the orchestra to the role of secondary soloist.

This development can be considered through a couple of different lenses. The use
of additional soloists in a somewhat concertante style is in many ways a reference to the
concerti grossi of Archangelo Corelli and the Brandenburg Concerti of J.S. Bach. The
Concerti Grossi of Alfred Schnittke (1934-1998) of the 1970s and 80s are overt allusions
to that tradition. 69 At the same time the orchestral literature of the late nineteenth and
twentieth centuries sees an increasing reliance on orchestral soloists. The extended,
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virtuosic solo violin and horn parts in Richard Strauss’s (1864-1949) Ein Heldenleben
and the demanding principal trumpet and horn parts in Gustav Mahler’s (1860-1911)
Symphony No. 5 are testaments not only to the burgeoning orchestra of the fin-de-siècle
but to also the increased virtuosity expected of orchestral players.

The concept of the orchestra as a collection of virtuoso soloists reached its zenith
in the twentieth century with Chamber Concerti by Alban Berg (1925) and György Ligeti
(1970) and Concerti for Orchestra by Béla Bartók (1943), Elliott Carter (1969), and
Jennifer Higdon (2002). It is perhaps inevitable that such virtuosity would bleed into the
concerto repertoire.

While comparatively rare, the use of secondary soloists in the concerto is not a
new development. Perhaps the two most famous examples from the standard repertoire
are both by Brahms: the cello solo in the third movement of the Piano Concerto No. 2
Op. 83 and the oboe solo in the second movement of the Violin Concerto Op. 78. It is
worth reflecting on Pablo de Sarasate’s (1844-1908) oft cited quip regarding the Violin
Concerto, “I don’t deny that it’s fairly good music but does anyone imagine… that I’m
going to stand on the rostrum, violin in hand, and listen to the oboe playing the only tune
in the adagio?”70 Sarasate, in addition to being one of the foremost violinists of the era,
was the dedicatee of several works for violin and orchestra that remain in the standard
repertoire including Max Bruch’s (1838-1920) Second Violin Concerto (1878) and
Scottish Fantasy (1880), Eduard Lalo’s (1823-1892) Symphonie Espagnole (1874),
Camille Saint-Saëns’ (1835-1921) Third Violin Concerto (1880), and Henryk
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Wieniawski’s (1835-1880) Violin Concerto No. 2 (1862).71 As such his remark must be
taken seriously and it reflects a firmly held belief that a concerto is first and foremost a
virtuoso vehicle. These two works represent the radical extreme of involvement by an
orchestral soloist. Even with this caveat it is important to note that neither of these works
lacks stupendous technical demands.

In the twentieth century, secondary soloists continued to be called upon, albeit
infrequently. Carl Nielsen’s (1865-1931) concerti for flute (1926) and clarinet (1928)
both employ substantial orchestral solos. The Clarinet Concerto uses a military snare and
the Flute Concerto calls on the clarinet and bass trombone. This second example has been
viewed by other writers as two suitors battling for the affections of the flutist.72 The
Violin Concerto (1931) by Igor Stravinsky (1882-1971) is another example where “the
violin in combination” as opposed to individual virtuosity is the composer’s central
interest.73 What is new in the twenty-first century concerti studied here is the increased
structural and aesthetic significance placed on these secondary soloists. Brahms’ model is
no longer radical.

Additionally, in the examples cited above from the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries there exists a timbral contrast between the concerto soloist and the orchestral
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soloist allowing both to be heard in relief from the larger texture. With very rare
exceptions (the Concertmaster solo in Korngold’s Violin Concerto or the violin and cello
duet in Dvořák’s Cello Concerto being two examples) do these composers utilise
instruments from the same family as the soloist. As will be explored below, twenty-first
century composers are by contrast eager to write solos for string principals in a violin
concerto, challenging the soloist’s supremacy.

The concerti of Unsuk Chin, Jennifer Higdon, and Esa-Pekka Salonen extensively
use secondary soloists. These soloists can engage in dialogue with the soloist, drive the
overall aesthetic of the movement, and can play vital structural roles. These three
composers are however very careful to ensure that despite these challenges to the
supremacy to the violin soloist, these works unequivocally remain violin concerti.

II

The two most obvious uses of secondary soloists occur in the third movement of
Salonen’s concerto and the third movement of Chin’s concerto. This is largely due to the
choice of instrumentation. Salonen calls for a drum set and Chin calls for a harpsichord.
Both of these instruments are unique in the violin concerto repertoire, a factor that in and
of itself gives these instruments a natural aural prominence.
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Salonen’s decision to include a drum set is an explicit allusion to Rock ‘n Roll
that has been acknowledged by the composer.74 The movement is entitled “Pulse II” (the
second movement being “Pulse I”) and the drum set is the primary manifestation of that
pulse. For large sections of the movement Salonen keeps the writing relatively simple,
being keenly aware of the kit’s ability to overwhelm a large number of musicians, and
only uses syncopated splash cymbals to keep the titular pulse in the musical foreground.

Structurally, the piece is a ternary form with a coda as outlined in Table 5. There
are two sections containing similar musical material that occur at measures forty-one and
ninety-six and act as transitions into the subsequent sections. Given the similarity of the
musical material it could be argued that the form of the movement is an arch form
ABCBA with Coda. However, I have decided to view them as extended “breaks.” A
break is a common feature of jazz and can be defined as a “brief, fast-moving… solo,
usually played without accompaniment… that occurs between passages for the
ensemble.”75 While Salonen is not overtly incorporating jazz influences the drum set is
common to both this movement and traditional jazz ensembles. As such it acts as timbral
connector between these musical styles.
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Table 5: Salonen Third Movement, Structural Outline

Measure

Section

Orchestration

1

A

Full orchestra and soloist

41

Break

Soloist with occasional orchestral chords

61

B

Orchestral soloists

96

Break

Soloist and drum set

106

A’

Orchestra without soloist

124

Coda

Full orchestra and soloist

Throughout the movement, the drum set is deployed in a variety of ways, all of
which to some degree rely on its natural timbral brightness and volume. Firstly, it can
help to articulate the form of the movement and allows a section to build up a head of
steam. In all three of the main sections of the movement, the entrance of the drum set
coincides with a ratchetting up of tension. It enters in the A section in measure twentynine, the B section in measure ninety-two, and A’ in measure 116. As mentioned above,
the writing for the kit is not bombastic or virtuosic but it helps each section develop
momentum and build a greater sound mass. This increased intensity is then released
either at the “Break” in measure forty-one or by the metric modulation into the Coda.

Secondly, the drum kit can act as a duet partner with the violin soloist. This
occurs in two passages of the piece. The first of these passages occurs in the transition
back to the A section (Figure 14).
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Figure 14: Salonen Third Movement, measures 97-100

This passage mirrors the transition to the B section between measures forty-one
and sixty. The musical material and writing for the violin are very similar in these two
passages. Both for instance utilise high double stops against low open strings and fast
scales leading into those figures. What is different is the addition of the drum set. Not
only is the drum set present but it is playing its most ornate and virtuosic writing yet. It is
still relatively simple compared to the solo line but the near exclusive use of the high hats
ensures that the instrument’s bright tone pops through the texture.

Not unlike its use in previous sections the kit is also being deployed to develop
and intensify a section. In this case however, the writing represents a large-scale
intensification acting as a crucial development in the overall structure of the movement.
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Finally, the kit can be an agent of destruction, a “fully armed and operational
battle station.”76 This occurs in the second instance of duo writing in the movement
which takes place in the Coda.

The passage is perhaps less an instance of duet writing than of two instrumental
soloists engaging in acts of one-upmanship. The Coda consists of two musical phrases
that alternate three times. The first (comprising measures 124-128, 140-141, and 154158) consists of the violin and the timpani in simple meter. The second (comprising
measures 129-139, 142-153, and 159-163) uses the violin, drum set and winds in 3/8. The
soloist is playing glissandi all over the instrument and the winds are all in low registers
and are marked “ruvido.”

In these second set of phrases (Figure 15) the drummer is the lead voice. This is
the first time in the movement where the percussionist is playing more virtuosic music
than the violinist. Salonen marks the soloist “disperato” in an apparent effort to ensure
that they are even heard. The writing for the drummer also gets progressively more
intense. The second phrase increases in dynamic and becomes even more rhythmically
active and in measure 159 Salonen indicates for the percussionist to “go crazy.”
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Figure 15: Salonen Third Movement, measures 127-141
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At this moment only the soloist is playing with the drummer who has overtaken
the entire orchestra. The drummer going crazy and subsuming not just the soloist but the
entre orchestra is the climax and endpoint of the movement. This brings the movement to
a rousing conclusion and one could posit that this process is a metaphor for the eclipsing
of classical music by Rock ‘n Roll. What is abundantly clear is that this is an instance in
which a secondary soloist is not only achieving equal footing with the violinist but is
surpassing them both sonically and structurally.

While it is fair to say that at the very end of this movement the drum kit does
overbalance the violin soloist and becomes the more prominent voice Salonen is careful
to keep the instrument in check. As was discussed above the drum kit is only virtuosic for
brief stretches of time totalling only forty-one measures or about a quarter of the
movement.77 This is also the only movement in which the kit appears. It provides
structural markers, aesthetic direction, and has a key musical role but it is ultimately
limited in its scope.

III

Unsuk Chin’s decision to include a harpsichord in her Violin Concerto is perhaps
the most audacious orchestrational decision made in these three concerti. The piece is the
first of its kind to include a harpsichord since the Baroque era78 and this choice has wide
reaching ramifications on every musical parameter. Not only is this non-traditional
77
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instrument a prominent secondary soloist akin to the drum set in Salonen’s Violin
Concerto but it is also a driving force in all structural and aesthetic decisions.

The most obvious way in which the harpsichord affects the score is in the
prevalence of pizzicato playing in all of the stringed instruments including the violin
soloist. The harpsichord is obviously an instrument in which strings are plucked by a
quill plectrum and has less sustaining power than its successor the piano. In the three
major sections of the piece dominated by the harpsichord, every instrument used is
confined to dry, staccato attacks. This includes wind instruments that have the capacity to
sustain.

The use of exclusively pizzicato playing for long stretches of the movement
prevents the violin soloist from gaining much, if any, aural prominence. Plucked playing
is naturally softer than bowed playing and Chin exacerbates this trait by crowding other
orchestral voices into the violin’s register. Orchestral violins, harps, and the harpsichord
itself occupy the same registral space as the soloist, diminishing their ability to be heard
in relief. Chin takes this burying to a new degree by incorporating micro-polyphonic
textures, a technique that will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter III.

Another effect of the use of pizzicato playing pertains to the possible virtuosity of
the solo part. Plucking each note or chord individually requires the repeated catching,
pulling, and releasing of the string. This process has limitations as to the speed at which it
can be executed. The harpsichord by contrast is able to play at least twice as quickly as
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the soloist and is also permitted to arpeggiate through its range. The overall effect is that
in these sections of the movement, the harpsichord by dint of its novelty, range, and
speed is the most prominent voice.

Figure 16: Chin Third Movement, measures 1-4

In the other sections of the movement Chin uses a highly contrasting texture. This
polarity clearly articulates the ABABA form of the movement (See Table 6).79 During
these other sections (Figure 17) Chin not only uses bowed playing by the soloist but also
79
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nearly constant glissandi. At the same time the low winds and brass are using swopping
effects, which consist of crescendi ending in a loud release. Both crescendi and glissandi
are impossible on harpsichords as they require the ability to sustain sound. Glissandi are
an outgrowth of legato in that legato links sounds in temporal space, while glissandi meld
pitches in registral space. While not impossible, glissando effects during pizzicato
playing are severely limited due to the instantaneous diminishing of sound. In these
central passages there are very few notes that are neither approached nor left by glissandi.
In the second of these sections Chin uses rapid chromatic passagework as a form of
development and intensification. While they are playable, the effect is of a constantly
oscillating glissando.

Table 6: Chin Third Movement, Formal Outline

Measure

Section

Solo Violin Playing Style

Orchestration

1-45

A

Pizzicato

Strings, Harps, Harpsichord

46-58

B

Arco with Glissandi

Full

59-91

A

Pizzicato

Strings, Harp , Upper Winds,
Harpsichord

92-105

B

Arco with Glissandi

Full

106-116

A

Pizzicato

Strings Harps, Harpsichord

117-123

Coda

Pizzicato

Strings
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Figure 17: Chin Third Movement, measures 46-49
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As discussed above, Chin uses many compositional tools in order to amplify the
contrast between the sections. In the transitions from the A to the B sections (Figure 18)
she manages to crossfade the two musical textures.

Figure 18: Chin Third Movement, measures 29-39

The entrance of the horns and clarinets in measure twenty-seven is not only the
first sustained sound heard in the movement but it is also the first time these instruments
have played. The chord is sustained for sixteen measures. In the context of exclusively
short and dry playing this feature is in and of itself notable. At the same time the string
sections switch from pizzicato to col legno battuto. While this is the first time that bows
have been used the stroke deployed is still very dry and closer to plucked playing in terms
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of articulation and sustain than to arco legato playing. Chin uses a similar combination of
sustained and short playing in the second such transition between measures seventy-six
and ninety-one.

These two related passages create a pattern and an expectation on the part of the
audience. The entrance of the horns serves to signal a transition from secco playing
dominated by the harpsichord to more sustained playing led by the violin. Chin repeats a
version of this material near the end of the work beginning in measure 112 (Chapter 3,
Figure 29).

Here, the listener’s expectation is upended. Instead of signalling the entrance of a
violin wailing high in its tessitura, the sustained chord fades and gives way to more
pizzicato. While not using the canonic effects of the earlier micropolyphonic passage, this
ending does use a dense web of independent rhythmic patterns. The violinist becomes a
section member, merely one of dozens playing the final F-sharp of the movement. Not
only has the soloist’s importance been obliterated, but the aesthetic which closes the
movement is that which stems from the inclusion of the harpsichord.

Much like the drum set in the third movement of Salonen’s Violin Concerto, the
harpsichord only appears in this particular movement. The plucked texture instigated by
the harpsichord is allowed to ultimately dominate the movement but its impact is
contained. The work remains a violin concerto and Chin has chosen to limit this
subversion of the violinist’s supremacy to one movement of three and a half minutes.
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IV

A subtler use of a secondary soloist comes in the second movement of Salonen’s
Violin Concerto entitled “Pulse I.” Here the principal trumpet plays in rhythmic unison
with the violinist for most of the proceedings. This duet makes up the entirety of the
movement’s melodic content.

The pulse that gives the movement its title manifests itself in two ways. The first
and most obvious of these is in the timpani which sounds a quarter note pulse from the
fifth measure until the end. With a single exception of measures eight and nine where the
timpani briefly switches to dotted quarter notes the ostinato remains constant despite
numerous meter changes. The second manifestation of the pulse exists hypermetrically
in the string parts where a new sound mass is introduced every two measures. Unlike the
ostinato in the timpani, these masses always enter on the downbeat of a measure,
adhering to the tyranny of the bar-line.

These textures are vital in illuminating the importance of the violin and trumpet
duet. Aside from minor variations as to the harmonic makeup of the string chords, the
only musical feature of interest is this duo writing. Here, as in the Stravinsky Concerto
mentioned above, it is the violin in combination that is the focus of the passage. Salonen
clearly envisions these two voices acting together in concert as evidenced by the
indications “with Trumpet” and “match Solo Violin.” He also asks for the trumpet to be
muted, diminishing the instrument’s natural brilliance and ease of projection. The two
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instruments play two phrases together, the first from measure thirteen to sixteen, and the
second from measure twenty-one to twenty-seven (Figure 19).

Figure 19: Salonen Third Movement, measures 21-24

While these two phrases only make up approximately a third of the movement
they are the most substantial musical material. The periodic sound masses and the
ostinato are constant throughout. The soloist’s only other material is made up of slowly
falling half notes. It could be argued that as a result of these cascading gestures that the
form is a type of ABABA but due to the monotony of the texture, I view those figures as
part of the overall texture out of which the duet emerges. As the structure is somewhat
amorphous and in light of its brevity the movement is perhaps best understood as an
interlude between the more substantial first and third movements. In any case it is the
sound of a violin and trumpet duo that dominates the movement.
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The trumpet as a standard orchestral instrument does appear in other movements
although it never again achieves this level of prominence. In that way it is similar to the
drum kit and the harpsichord discussed above. This intimate concertante writing may
dominate the texture but it is ultimately a small moment in the course of the piece at
large.

V

The role of supplemental soloist does not necessarily need to be filled by one
instrumentalist. As was already detailed in Chapter One’s discussion of the second
movement of Higdon’s concerto, a wide variety of instruments can come to the musical
foreground. This is also the case in the final movement of Salonen’s Violin Concerto.
English horn, oboe, flute, piccolo, viola, cello, and harp each take turns as the violinist’s
duo or trio partner. These passages not only make up a significant portion of the
movement but are also vital to its structure and overall emotional affect.

The movement can perhaps best be described as an ABCDA’B’C’D’ Coda (See
Table 7). The structural delineations are largely metric and textural and place less
emphasis on melodic repetition than on recurring timbres and gestures.
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Table 7: Salonen Fourth Movement, Formal Outline

Measure

Section

Texture

Meter

1-12

Introduction

Solo Violin

Simple

13-23

A

Violin and English Horn

Simple

24-48

B

Scales in solo violin, viola,

Compound with Dotted Quarter

and cello

Ostinato

Tutti orchestra

Common with Dotted Quarter

49-57

C

Ostinato
58-77

D

Violin double stops

Quasi improvised

78-86

A’

Oboe and Flute solos

Simple

87-110

B’

Scales in piccolo and celeste

Compound with Dotted Quarter
Ostinato

111-122

C’

Tutti Orchestra

Common with Dotted Quarter
Ostinato

123-147

D’

Violin Double Stops

Quasi improvised

148-178

Coda

Violin against full orchestral

Common with Dotted Quarter

schmear

Ostinato

In the sections where orchestral soloists appear Salonen is careful to mark those
parts at a higher dynamic level than the violinist. It is worth noting that dynamic
indications are at best an imperfect means of measuring musical importance. Dynamic
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indications are often a relative and not an absolute metric. 80 This is particularly true in a
concerto where the basic assumption is that the soloist can always be heard in relief.
Salonen, as a great conductor, is keenly aware of these factors and the resultant potential
confusion. An indication of “pianissimo” in the solo part and “piano” in an orchestral
solo part does not necessarily mean that the orchestral voice should be louder.

Salonen attempts frequently to clarify balances through the use of indications
such as “in the background,”81 “completely even balance,”82 and “with Trumpet.”83 The
designation “espressivo” is frequently used to denote a solo in the winds and brass as in
the movement’s opening English horn solo. Unfortunately, ambiguities are not
completely avoided. For instance in the canonic scales between the violinist, principal
viola, and principal cello (Figure 20) the soloist is marked “pianissimo” and the violist
and cellist are marked “piano” without any additional expressive markings. In this
situation the viola and cello are imitating the soloist and are in lower tessituras than the
violinist. It is my view that their dynamic indications are a means of ensuring that they
are heard in the musical foreground along with the soloist and not a method of
superseding the importance of the soloist. A similar effect takes place when the material
returns later in the movement with the piccolo and celeste.
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Figure 20: Salonen Fourth Movement, measures 24-30

In the case of these scalar gestures the supplemental voices are of equal
importance to the soloist. In the A sections of the movement, the secondary soloists are
the primary musical voice. This is readily apparent in the reprise of the material at
measure seventy-eight (Figure 21) when the solo line is played by the oboe before being
passed off to the flute. The violin is at first silent and when is does enter it is only on long
sustained pitches.
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Figure 21: Salonen Fourth Movement, measures 78-84
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Figure 22: Salonen Fourth Movement, measures 156-160

What is important for the structure of the entire movement is the fact that both
this solo and the English horn solo at the beginning of the movement emerge out of
textures dominated by the solo violin. This creates an expectation that Salonen will repeat
the pattern. Following the conclusion of the second double stopped passage in measure
150, he goes so far as to repeat the head motive of the oboe solo before transitioning into
the Coda (Figure 22) which features the violin solo against a symmetric octachord
[0124678T]. For the first time in the entire movement this material is heard without duo
partner and in isolation in the desolate upper range of the instrument, marked
“pianissimo” and “non vibrato.”
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This desolation brings to mind the words of Darth Plagueis the Wise who said
“Uncertainty is the first step toward self-determination.”84 That self-determination comes
in the form of the final chord of the work. Salonen himself said of this sonority:

When I had written the last chord of the piece I felt confused: why does the last
chord-and only that-sound completely different from all other harmony of the
piece? As if it belonged to a different composition. Now I believe I have the
answer. That chord is a beginning of something new. 85

Technically speaking, it is a [023579] hexachord made up of the pitches A-flat, B-flat, Bnatural, D-flat, E-flat, and F with D-flat in the bass. These notes form a diatonic
hexachord, the second through seventh scale degrees of G-flat major. Obviously this
harmonic construction differs noticeably from the harmonic makeup of much of the
movement and even its immediate surroundings, which use permutations and variations
of whole-tone and octatonic sonorities. A diatonic collection is indeed something new
just as is the soloist’s isolation, bereft of orchestral partners. The emotional effect of this
new sonority is dependent both on the harmonic background which precedes it and the
expectations which it subverts.
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James Luceno, Star Wars: Darth Plagueis (New York: Del Rey, 2011). 164. Much to the chagrin
of the present writer, this novel, along with the entirety of the “Star Wars Expanded Universe,” has been
de-canonized. It is the opinion of the present writer that Timothy Zahn’s Heir to Empire, Drew Karpyshyn’s
Darth Bane: Path of Destruction, and the above cited Darth Plagueis are far superior to Rise of Skywalker
despite their being relegated to “legends. For more information see Graeme McMilan, “Lucasfilm Unveils
New Plans for ‘Star Wars’ Expanded Universe,” The Hollywood Reporter, April 25, 2014, accessed March
31, 2020, https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/heat-vision/lucasfilm-unveils-new-plans-star-698973.
85
“Esa-Pekka Salonen: Violin Concerto (2009),” Wise Music Classical, accessed March 30, 2020,
https://www.wisemusicclassical.com/work/37283/Violin-Concerto--Esa-Pekka-Salonen/.
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In this final movement the secondary soloists play key structural and affective
roles. The prominence of these instrumentalists is reduced however by dispersing the
musical responsibilities. No single instrument is as pivotal as the drum set in the third
movement or the harpsichord in Chin’s concerto. The rotating cast provides numerous
textural and timbral possibilities for the composer while simultaneously leaving ample
room for the violinist.

VI

The use of orchestral soloists in a concerto presents numerous musical
opportunities to a composer. They can provide textural and timbral contrast, act as a
structural backbone, and they can be the instigator of a movement’s aesthetic. They can
also counterbalance the prominence of the violin soloist and in some cases become more
central to the score than the soloist themselves.

These composers have been incredibly careful to utilise the options available to
them while simultaneously ensuring that the works at their core remain violin concertos.
Unlike Tolkien’s villainous Melkor, a secondary soloist will not seek to “increase the
power and glory of the part assigned to himself.” 86 While there is a greater sense of
egalitarianism in these works the violinist must be allowed to be the primary dramatic
actor.
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1999), 4.

J.R.R Tolkien, The Silmarillion, ed. Christopher Tolkien (1977; reprint, London: Harper Collins,
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Chapter III
“But maybe the two of us, working together, at full capacity, could do the job of one
normal man.”87

I

The twenty-first century concerto has seen greater flexibility in how the soloist
and orchestra relate to one another. This greater equality has allowed composers to be
increasingly innovative in their structural, textural, and timbral designs. One such
development has been the inclusion of chamber music and contrapuntal textures in their
concerti.

The chamber orchestra in its modern form dates from the early twentieth century
as a reaction to the cost, size, and “overblown rhetoric” of nineteenth century
orchestras.88 These ensembles were comprised of only a few players per part. The
repertoire of works written for such ensembles includes Bartók’s Divertimento (1939),
Music for Strings, Percussion, and Celesta (1936), Stravinsky’s Concerto in D (1946),
and Strauss’ Metamorphosen (1945) to cite examples that happen to all be commissioned
by Paul Sacher (1906-1999).89 Even this small list of works shows remarkable invention
regarding the use of orchestral forces. For instance in Music for Strings, Percussion, and
87

Seinfeld, season 8, episode 22, “The Summer of George,” directed by Andy Ackerman, aired
May 15, 1997, on NBC.
88
Grove Music Online, s.v. “Orchestra,” accessed May 5, 2020, https://doiorg.ezproxy.rice.edu/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.article.20402.
89
Grove Music Online, s.v. “Sacher, Paul,” accessed May 6, 2020, https://doiorg.ezproxy.rice.edu/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.article.24255.
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Celesta, Bartók divides the ensemble into two antiphonal orchestras and in
Metamorphosen, Strauss gives each of the twenty-three players a solo part.

The flexibility of size and texture intrinsic to the chamber orchestra almost
immediately began to permeate the orchestral repertoire. Igor Stravinsky’s (1882-1971)
Pulcinella intersperses small chamber ensembles throughout the work although this is
largely a consequence of the work’s eighteenth century inspiration. Arnold Schoenberg’s
(1874-1951) Variations for Orchestra is an early example of a work for large orchestra
where significant portions of the work are scored for only a handful of players. This
practice reflects a practice of treating texture with greater and greater nuance. If common
practice tonality and immediately perceptible harmonic procedures are removed from a
composer’s toolkit, other musical parameters become more important in providing clarity
and structural demarcation.

Fugues and other contrapuntal procedures by contrast have long been integral to
symphonic composition. Even by the early nineteenth century their use was sufficiently
codified for Hector Berlioz (1803-1869) to deploy them ironically to depict “scenes of
crowd and confusion.”90 Despite this long history of fugal and contrapuntal composition
in orchestral works, these procedures are very rare in concerto composition. This is due to
fugal writing relying in large part on the equality of all voices. Every part must be
musically captivating on its own terms precluding a soloist from being displayed in relief.
Two of the few examples of fugal composition in the standard repertoire come in the
90
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Jehoash Hirshberg, “Berlioz and the Fugue,” Journal of Music Theory 18, no. 1 (Spring, 1974):
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final movements of Beethoven’s Third Piano Concerto 91 and Brahms’ First Piano
Concerto.92 Even in these two instances the contrapuntal writing occurs during orchestral
tutti passages, separate and apart from their interactions with the soloist.

In recent decades both chamber and contrapuntal writing have made their way
into concerto composition. Unlike the use of secondary soloists which seeks to elevate
individual members of the orchestra to the same hierarchical level as the violin soloist,
these textures have the effect of decreasing the prominence of the soloist. Despite their
different methodologies they both achieve greater equality between the performing
forces. Similar to their deployment of secondary soloists, Unsuk Chin, Jennifer Higdon,
and Esa-Pekka Salonen are careful, however, to limit these instances of chamber and
contrapuntal writing. There is a lessening of the hierarchical difference between soloist
and orchestra but true equality is not achieved.

II

Jennifer Higdon in the first movement of her Violin Concerto employs a
combination of chamber music and counterpoint throughout. These textures and the
degree to which they contrast with more traditional concerto writing provide the
structural basis of the movement. It must be noted that contrapuntal procedures and
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I am referring to the passage between measures 230 and 256. See Ludwig van Beethoven,
Klavierkonzert Nr. 3 (Munich: Henle Verlag, 1990), 67-69.
92
I am referring to the passage between measures 238 and 275. See Johannes Brahms, Konzert
für Klavier und Orchester Nr. 1 (Wiesbaden: Breitkopf & Härtel, 1991), 68-69.
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textures are not limited to fugues and canons in these works but apply more broadly to
passages containing multiple, simultaneously sounding, and independent melodic voices.

The work opens with a section that combines aspects of additive and imitative
procedures (Figure 23). Higdon also uses a lean assortment of players, centering on the
soloist, concertmaster, harpist, two percussionists, and two flutes. At the beginning, the
unaccompanied violin soloist plays a series of disjunct harmonics. This is followed by the
entrance of the percussionists in measure six and the concertmaster in measure thirteen.

All of the pitches93 in these first measures come from the D Major scale with the
exception of two errant F-naturals in measures nine and sixteen. However, given the
violinist’s starting pitch and first sustained pitch in measure thirteen this passage is better
understood through the lens of G Lydian. The movement’s final resolution to a G/D fifth
in the basses and cellos provides further support for this reading. Although G acts as a
harmonic focal point, the disjunctive nature of the melodic lines undermines a listener’s
sense of tonal center.

93

Unfortunately the published score is full of mistakes regarding the pitches of harmonics. Most
of the parenthetical courtesy note names for the fifth harmonics are incorrect. The notated sounding
pitches are however correct. For instance the first measure should read G, F-sharp, C-Sharp, and B.
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Figure 23: Higdon First Movement, measures 1-18
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These opening measures also see a combination of imitation and innovation. The
crotales and glockenspiel introduce new musical material in measure six to accompany
the soloist’s slight elaboration of their opening line. In measure thirteen the concertmaster
however takes over the soloist’s line. This combination of layering and imitation persists
throughout the passage. Two examples include the flutes adopting the percussionists’
material in measure forty-seven and the tutti strings introducing new material in measure
thirty-five.

The presence of a Concertmaster solo in a violin concerto is significant. As was
noted previously such an effect is incredibly rare given that such writing implies a direct
challenge to the supremacy of the soloist. In this opening section the repetition of the
opening phrase by the Concertmaster provides an extra element of aural confusion. The
introduction of new musical material by the percussion in measure six sets up the
expectation that each new voice will play its own music. The long sustained notes in
measure thirteen are assumed by the listener to be a new instrument with only the florid
unaccompanied writing in measure twenty clarifying matters. It is the soloist and not a
new voice playing the new material.

Regardless of the level of imitation occurring across the orchestra it is the
independence of each voice that is emphasized. While not as strictly contrapuntal as other
passages that will be discussed it shares a sense of democratization that is inherent in
fugal writing. The soloist is permitted to play improvisational flourishes but the busyness
of the orchestra ensures that the soloist cannot monopolize musical attention
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This fusion of imitation and layering is not at all present in the fast sections of the
movement. There are instances of interaction between the soloist and orchestra but these
are largely confined to call and response writing (Figure 24) or the echo effects seen in
measure eighty-nine to ninety-three. Even in these moments the orchestra is imitating the
violin and is neither contributing new musical material nor being contrapuntally
captivating in its own right. The violin soloist is allowed a level of hierarchical
superiority that the opening of the movement did not permit.

Paradoxically, Higdon deploys a greater percentage of the orchestra. Full string
and wind sections are called for as opposed to the soloists used in the opening. The
orchestration is always sensitive in order to never overbalance the violinist but in the
course of this filling out the orchestra has lost its individuality.

Looking only at the solo violin part of this second theme group (Figure 24) to use
Sonata Form terminology, the interaction of octatonic and whole-tone sets can be
observed. Analysing each gesture independently, there is a [01346] pentachord in
measure sixty-six, a [013] trichord in measure sixty-seven, a [023579] hexachord in
measures sixty-seven and sixty-eight, a [02358] pentachord in measures sixty-eight and
sixty-nine, and a [02468T] hexachord in measures sixty-nine and seventy. The first,
second, and fourth gestures are all purely octatonic and the last one is comprised of a
complete whole-tone scale. The third gesture is made up of two interlocking tetrachords.
The first is the octatonic [0134] and the second is the whole-tone [0246]. The B-natural
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and D-flat act as pivots and points of invariance between the two pitch collections. 94
Higdon is combining and moving back and forth between octatonic and whole tone
collections. Thus, the opening polyphonic writing is made up of pandiatonic harmonies
while the more classic juxtaposition of soloist and orchestra has a different harmonic
vocabulary. Harmony is yet another tool that Higdon has used to generate contrast
between the large sections.

In addition to the comparative lack of counterpoint and the contrasting harmonic
properties of the section, this passage differs from the opening in terms of the overtly
virtuosic writing for the violin. For long stretches the violinist is playing the most quickly
and is also playing in the highest tessitura. This is compounded by relegating orchestral
players to simple rhythmic background.

The contrasts in terms of tempo, texture, harmony, level of virtuosity, and
equality of voices provide the structural delineation of the movement. In terms of its
large-scale form this first movement combines elements of Sonata and Arch Form in
which the first and second theme groups are recapitulated in reverse order. An outline of
the form is presented in Table 8.
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It is worth noting that this mode of whole-tone and octatonic interaction is an important
feature of the music of George Crumb, one of Jennifer Higdon’s teachers. See Richard Bass, “Models of
Octatonic and Whole-Tone Integration: George Crumb and His Predecessors,” Journal of Music Theory 28,
no. 2 (Autumn 1994): 176-182.
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Figure 24: Higdon First Movement, measures 66-71
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Table 8: Higdon First Movement, Formal Outline

Measure

Section

Number

1

Exposition:

Tempo

Harmonic Basis

(Quarter

Musical

note)

Features

82

Pandiatonic

First Theme
54

Second Theme

Salient

Additive
texture

164

Combines elements of

Nearly

whole tone and octatonic

constant

collections

pulse,
virtuosic.

165

Development

82

Combines elements of

Additive

whole tone and octatonic

texture with

collections and

repeating bass

pandiatonicism.
216

Recapitulation: 164

Combines elements of

Nearly

Second Theme

whole tone and octatonic

constant

collections

pulse,
virtuosic.

282

Cadenza

164

Combines elements of

Solo violin

whole tone and octatonic
collections
318

First Theme

82

Pandiatonic

Additive
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The central section of the movement, which begins at measure 165 (Figure 25),
combines aspects of both of the previous sections. This developmental section uses the
tempo and layering processes from the opening while using harmonic features from the
second section. Musical material from both theme groups is present. It also features
orchestral soloists while simultaneously using the full orchestra, combining aspects of the
textures of those two sections.

The middle section of the movement features a combination of imitative and
layering processes. The superimposition of musical material however takes precedence
with the transfer of the soloist’s material to the celli being the only real instance of
imitation. The lack of variation within the lines themselves is also notable. For instance
the flute melody repeats verbatim six times.

The section also acts as a development of the material used previously in the
movement. The end of each phrase in the first violins (measures 183-184, 193-194, and
198-199) parallels the conclusion of the soloist’s first phrase at the beginning of the
movement and by extension the concertmaster’s cadential gestures throughout that
section. The percussion in turn introduce a variant of their opening material in measure
190. The climax of this developmental passage occurs in measure 200 and is an
augmentation of the orchestral interjections in measures 79 and 124.
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Figure 25: Higdon First Movement, measures 163-188
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In addition to these contrapuntal and developmental procedures Higdon
introduces a repeated bassline. This repeated baseline is first introduced by the soloist and
is then transferred to the celli in measure 180. The line repeats every five measures and
presages the Chaconni of the second movement. It is comprised of the pitches G, A-flat,
B-flat, B-natural,C, D-flat, E-flat, and E natural which can be either broken down into
two [0134] octatonic tetrachords that are separated by a fourth or two interlocking [0248]
whole-tone tetrachords.

This bassline in conjunction with the F 4 drone in the first violins also includes
the pitches of both the F natural minor and harmonic minor scale. These latter collections
form the basis for the other melodic lines in the passage including the solo violin, first
violin, and flute lines. As a result these voices exist more as developments of the
pandiatonicism of the movement’s opening. Higdon has managed to combine to
harmonic languages of both theme groups in this developmental section.

The opening and developmental passages, in addition to the concluding section,
see the use of chamber writing and contrapuntal textures to counterbalance the soloist.
The violinist is permitted to exhibit virtuosity but never at the cost of orchestral
involvement. The degree of contrapuntal independence displayed in these sections
ensures a degree of musical equality rarely found in the concerto literature.

These passages are however balanced by the movement’s fast sections and
cadenza which display much more traditional concerto writing. The soloist muses
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virtuosically on the thematic material and is the primary actor in the musical drama.
Higdon, in this movement finds a balance between challenging the hierarchical paradigm
and adhering to traditional expectations of concerto composition.

III

The third movement of Salonen’s Violin Concerto sees a similar fusion of
chamber music and counterpoint within a concerto context. As was explored in the
previous chapter the drum set acts as a secondary soloist in this movement. In the B
Section, encompassing measures sixty-one through ninety-five, Salonen introduces quasifugal procedures. Similarly to the passages discussed above, this section sees the texture
pared down from tutti orchestra to a small circle of orchestral chamber musicians.

Following the transitional passage from sixty-one to sixty-six, the principal viola
introduces the melodic idea that will form the basis of the section. The next measure sees
the solo violin introducing a quasi-inversion of that idea. The solo cello and two flutes
enter in measures seventy-one and seventy-three respectively.

There are several pertinent features about this passage (Figure 26). The music
played by each musician share certain characteristics, for example cascading legato
arpeggios, fast repeated notes, and the use of the ascending melodic minor scale as a
pitch collection. The entries are however only very loosely imitative. This passage is not
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even similar to fugues where the subject and the tonal answer may differ slightly in their
intervallic content. The musical elements that these lines share are completely jumbled.

Figure 26: Salonen Third Movement, measures 66-73

The section does however have two key fugal characteristics. Firstly, the gradual
addition of voices allows Salonen to slowly thicken the texture and build tension so that
what begins as a solo viola against repeated violin harmonics in measure sixty-seven
erupts into a full orchestra tutti in measure ninety-two. Secondly, as in more traditional
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contrapuntal passages, each voice is musically captivating on its own terms ensuring a
certain degree of equality. The violin soloist is unable to be the sole recipient of a
listener’s attention.

Another aspect of this section that bears exploration is the overt influence of John
Adams. 95 Salonen himself has acknowledged his indebtedness to the music of Adams 96
and those musical fingerprints manifest themselves plainly in this passage. For
comparison I have included a passage from the last movement of John Adams’ Chamber
Symphony entitled “Roadrunner” 97 (Figure 27).

Figure 27: Adams Chamber Symphony Roadrunner, measures 16-31

95

John Coolidge Adams (b. 1947) not to be confused with John Luther Adams (b. 1953) or the
two American presidents who were also named John Adams.
96
Mark Swed, “How Esa-Pekka Salonen and the L.A. Philharonic grew together,” Los Angeles
Times, Sept 28, 2008, accessed August 3, 2019, https://www.latimes.com/entertainment/la-casalonen28-2008sep28-story.html.
97
Unfortunately there is not a movement entitled “Wile E. Coyote.” The present writer will leave
it to the reader to speculate as to whether or not Mr. Adams is afflicted with Cynophobia.
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For most of this passage the solo violin is using very limited pitch materials
consisting of only five discrete pitches used across a range of an eleventh. Two primary
melodic ideas are repeated. The first gesture is an anacrusic eighth note D leading into a
double stopped sixth and the second is the movement of a quarter note A/F-sharp sixth
into a B/G sixth mimicking an authentic cadence in common tonal practice. While some
variation of these two simple ideas permeates the entire violin solo from measure fifteen
to thirty, Adams is careful to never exactly repeat the figures. He is also not content to
merely rhythmically displace a phrase. He uses syncopation (measures seventeen and
eighteen), interruption (measure seventeen), transposition (starting in measure twentythree), and foreshortening (measure twenty-five) in order to prevent the passage from
becoming predictable.98

The contrapuntal passage from the third movement of Salonen’s Violin Concerto
features a similar “sense of variation and sequence” as opposed to “literal repetition.” 99
As noted above each of the quasi-fugal entries shares certain musical elements including
the arpeggiated slurred lines, separated repeated notes, and the use of pitches the
ascending melodic minor scale. Looking exclusively at the solo violin subject from
measure sixty-eight to the middle of seventy-one we can see that several musical
elements are undergoing constant transformation. The slurred note groupings for instance
range in length from five to seven sixteenth notes and have three different starting

98

This imaginative use of subtle variations distinguishes Adams from other minimalist and postminimalist composers. See Kheng Koay, “Baroque Minimalism in John Adams’s Violin Concerto,” Tempo
66, No. 260 (April 2012): 23 and Robert Schwarz, “Process vs. Intuition in the Recent Works of Steve Reich
and John Adams,” American Music 8, No. 3 (Autumn 1990): 246.
99
Kheng Koay, “Baroque Minimalism in John Adams’s Violin Concerto,” Tempo 66, No. 260 (April
2012): 23.
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pitches. The rhythmic placement of the four repeated thirty-second note thirds also varies,
beginning on the first (measure sixty-eight), second (measures sixty-nine and seventyone), and third (measure seventy) partials of the dotted eighth note pulse.

Even the practice of having such variation among the imitative entries
demonstrates Salonen’s reluctance to engage in literal repetition. While he is content to
use certain features of fugal composition to bring a greater sense of hierarchical equality
to this central passage he does not incorporate the constant repetition inherent in the
historical process. Each voice is allowed its own spin on the basic musical material
finding a wonderful balance of community and individuality.

All told this contrapuntal passage accounts for only about a fifth of the
movement’s 163 measures. Not unlike Higdon, Salonen has used these comparatively
lean textures to contrast with more fully orchestrated sections. What is unique about this
section is that the rest of the movement sees the involvement of a secondary soloist. Even
in moments where the soloist is not being reduced to a single polyphonic voice, another
player has been elevated to their same hierarchical level.

IV

This embedding of counterpoint within a movement involving a secondary soloist
is also utilised by Unsuk Chin in the third movement of her concerto. The harpsichord
acts as the violinist’s rival throughout the movement and as was previously explored
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perhaps comes out on top. In several passages in the movement, Chin further reduces the
prominence of the soloist through the use of polyphony.

This passage (Figure 28) features seven lines engaged in pseudo-canonic
procedures. Each voice is played by an entire half of a string section. This practice differs
from the polyphonic passages in Higdon’s and Salonen’s concerti where each
contrapuntal voice was portrayed by an orchestral soloist. Every part descends repeatedly
from A-sharp 5 and each subsequent descent grows progressively larger. For instance the
violinist first descends to G-sharp before falling to G-natural, F-sharp, E-natural and so
on.

This canonic passage is comprised of six distinct rhythmic layers involving three
different subdivisions. The soloist and first violins play five notes per bar, the second
violins play four notes per bar, and the violas play three notes per bar. 100 Using Henry
Cowell’s system of rhythmic notation this means that each group is playing sixteenth
notes, 12.8th notes, and, 9.6th notes respectively. 101 The length of each descent is also
different within each group. The soloist returns to A-sharp every five sixteenth notes, the
first half of first violins every seven sixteenth notes, the second half every six sixteenth
notes, the first half of second violins every five 12.8th notes, the second half every six
12.8th notes, and both halves of violas every five 9.6th notes.
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If the reader would like thematically appropriate words to aid in the performing of these
rhythms I would like to propose “pandemic,” “COVID-19,” and “Corona Virus.”
101
Henry Cowell, New Musical Resources, (New York: Something Else Press Inc., 1930), 58.
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Figure 28: Chin Third Movement, measures 17-22
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The overall effect for a listener is of a chaotic flurry of rhythmic activity
punctuated by repeated A-sharps. This web of canons is further obscured by the incessant
A-sharp/B natural trills in the harps and harpsichord. Given the registral prominence of
these instruments (they remain fixed at the upper limit of the canons) and that the speed
of trills exceeds that of the pizzicato canons, any hope of hearing individual canonic
voices is lost. The solo violinist is relegated to a mere section member, buried in a
polyphonic mass of sound.

The passage in several respects mirrors aspects of Chin’s teacher György Ligeti’s
(1923-2006) micropolyphonic music in that it is a “dense canonic structure” where one
hears “a kind of impenetrable texture, something like a densely woven cobweb.” 102 There
are however two key ways in which this section differs from prototypical examples of
micropolyphony. Firstly, the canons are not identical in regard to pitch, as is the case in
Lux aeterna and Lontano.103 Each downward cascade begins from A-sharp and the
ambitus of each figure steadily increases but there are variations in pitch content between
the sections. This is however mostly a result of Chin varying the length of each phrase in
order to increase density. Secondly, the A-sharps that act as the starting point of each
figure are to be played accented within forte while the general context of the passage is
piano. The result aurally is that successive A-sharps followed by a descent can be
perceived. Imitation, if only in the vaguest sense, is audible. Whether or not this passage
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György Ligeti, Péter Várnai, Josef Häusler, and Claude Samuel, Ligeti in Conversation (London:
Eulenberg, 1983), 14-15.
103
Jonathan Bernard, “Voice Leading as a Spatial Function in the Music of Ligeti,” Music Analysis
13, no. 2/3 (July-October 1994): 230.
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is a direct homage to Ligeti is less important than the fact that this web of canons
removes the soloist’s hierarchical superiority.

Other writers, including Rhie, have interpreted this passage as being inspired by
Chin’s extensive work in the field of electronic music and an orchestral manifestation of
“granular synthesis.”104 Granular synthesis refers to the process of combing and
manipulating very brief (ten to one hundred millisecond) sound snippets in order to create
a larger texture.105 In this reading the plucked pitches constitute sonic grains that are
being distorted in unique ways. Chin has incorporated electronic music into her
instrumental music in works such as ParaMetaString (1996) and Xi (1999)106 and this
passage is another example of that influence. That baroque harpsichord music,
micropolyphony, and granular synthesis have been fused together in such a creative way
is a testament to Unsuk Chin’s resourcefulness and ingenuity.

Chin uses a similar texture near the end of the movement (Figure 29). This
passage, while less dense than the previous example, exhibits many of the same
characteristics. The soloist and the two sections of violins, each divided into three, all
ascend to F-sharp 6 over the course of the last measures of the movement. There are
however variations in how each voice makes the ascent. Some leap directly while other
step chromatically and others step diatonically (in the context of b minor or f-sharp
104

Kay Kyurim Rhie, “Quilting Time and Memory: The Music of Unsuk Chin” (DMA diss., Cornell
University, 2009), 11.
105
Stefania Serafin, “Computer Generation and Manipulation of Sounds,” in The Cambridge
Companion to Electronic Music, eds. Nick Collins and Julio d’Escriván (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Pres, 2007), 207.
106
Arnold Whittal, “Unsuk Chin in Focus: Meditations & Mechanics,” The Musical Times 141, no.
1870 (Spring 2000): 24-25.
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natural minor). The web of rhythms is also less dense with only five rhythmic patterns
existing simultaneously:

1. Violin Soloist: constant eighth note quintuplets
2. Upper two thirds of first violins and topmost third of seconds: sixteenth notes
3. Lowest third of first violins: quintuplet pattern repeated every beat.
4. Middle third of second violins: triplets.
5. Lowest third of second violins: syncopated eighth notes.

Like the earlier micropolyphonic passage, this ending succeeds in burying the
soloist in a labyrinth of pizzicati. These quasi-imitative procedures are even more
exceptional in that they occur in a movement that features a secondary soloist so
prominently. These textures serve to further diminish the hierarchical significance of the
violinist in this movement.

Despite the equality present in this movement it is an anomaly in the piece at
large. This movement is only three and a half minutes long, approximately one eighth of
the total duration of the work, and Chin does not utilise these techniques to the same
extent in the other movements. These procedures are not permitted to become more than
special effects.
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Figure 29: Chin Third Movement, measures 119-123
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V

These three composers have shown a tremendous affinity for chamber music in
their concerto writing. The equality intrinsic to chamber music and to counterpoint is
antithetical to the hierarchical norms of traditional concerto composition. As such, the
inclusion of these textures subverts that paradigm.

Chin, Higdon, and Salonen each use counterpoint in their own unique way.
Higdon uses it to generate contrast with passages exhibiting more typical concerto
writing. Chin and Salonen use these devices to further diminish the individual power of
the soloist. Their use of counterpoint and chamber music coincides with prominent roles
for secondary soloists and these devices complement each other in negating the
importance of the violinist.

For all three composers however these tools expand the possibilities of the solo
instrumental concerto. Chamber music and counterpoint are quite new to the concerto
and these elements allow for a greater diversity of textures, formal designs, and timbres
to be featured in these works. The precarious balance between discord and concord
remain omnipresent and the violinist remains the most prominent member of the
ensemble but these devices allow for a new balance of power to take hold.
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Chapter IV
“Show me what you got.”107

I

The solo instrumental concerto is predicated on the elevation of a single
individual above a group. As such, it is inherently undemocratic and has often been an
avenue for displaying instrumental prowess. This practice predates Romantic notions of
virtuosity and includes the piano concerti of Mozart and Beethoven.

Virtuosity in a concerto is expected by both the soloist and the audience, a
requirement that soloists are generally loathe to relinquish. The genesis of Samuel
Barber’s (1910-1981) Violin Concerto is perhaps the most notable instance of a brouhaha
ensuing over a perceived lack of brilliant technical writing. While recent scholarship has
largely debunked the narrative advanced by biographer Nathan Broder concerning the
genesis of the work, it remains true that both the original dedicatee Iso Briselli (19122005) and his coach Albert Meiff108 expressed concerns about the lack of virtuoso display
in the work’s first two movements.109 Meiff’s objections were particularly vociferous,
stating his belief that the work was “very far from the requirements of a modern violinist”
and going so far as to imply that his student would be “undertaking a great risk to
107

Rick and Morty, season 2, episode 5, “Get Schwifty,” directed by Wes Archer, aired August 23,
2015, on Cartoon Network.
108
Albert Meiff, much to his own chagrin, has been relegated to the dust bin of history to such an
extent that finding dates of birth and death are difficult.
109
For a more complete discussion of the research see Barbara Heyman, Samuel Barber: The
Composer and His Music, 2nd ed. (New York: Oxford University Press, 2020), 213-230.
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perform it.”110 These viewpoints demonstrate a fervent belief that a violin concerto has a
responsibility to be a vehicle for virtuoso display.

These pressures can also be seen in William Walton’s (1902-1983) Violin
Concerto, a work with a much less troubled origin. The work was written for Jascha
Heifetz (1901-1987) for whom Walton’s compatriot Arnold Bax (1883-1953) had also
penned a concerto. Heifetz reputedly refused to perform Bax’s work due to its
insufficient virtuosity,111 an outcome Walton assiduously avoided. The composer even
attempted to abnegate responsibility for increasing the concerto’s technical demands
saying, “it’s not my fault-it’s that damn Heifetz.”112

This highlighting of an individual, instrumental virtuoso can compromise the
artistic aims of a composer and the democratic ideals of a symphony orchestra. For this
reason in addition to the form’s long tradition several composers have chosen not to write
concerti. This has included the ultimate iconoclasts Luciano Berio (1925-2003), Pierre
Boulez (1925-2016), and Karlheinz Stockhausen (1928-2007) who, while eager to utilise
the technical proficiency of professional musicians, have utilised those skills in the
pursuit of different artistic goals. For instance Stockhausen’s Donnerstag aus Licht
(1977-1980) includes a quasi trumpet concerto in Act II, “Michaels Reise um die Erde.”
This part is however dramatic and the trumpeter is responsible for portraying the titular
Michael. Despite the virtuosity of the writing, the central focus is the character portrayed
by the trumpeter and the opera is ultimately “about the quest for supreme knowledge
110

Ibid., 219.
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beyond death and the limitations of the human mind.”113 More recently Frederic Rzewski
(b. 1938), who unlike the three composers mentioned above has not shied away from
aspects of common tonal practice, 114 has also stayed away from concerto composition.
For instance, his sextet Pocket Symphony (2000) includes cadenzas in every movement.
These cadenzas are however shared equitably among the six musicians, likely a byproduct of the composer’s socialist politics.

Orchestral institutions (most notably the Philharmonic Society of London at its
founding in 1813) have on occasion attempted to exclude concerti from their
programming because they conflict with the “strictly egalitarian social ideal” of the
orchestra.115 Such actions have invariably been reversed due to economic
considerations.116 Virtuosity can also be seen, by Eduard Hanslick (1825-1904)117 among
others, as antithetical to serious music with nineteenth century critics advancing the idea
of a “true” virtuoso who “served to reinforce the authority of the composer.” 118 This
critique has remained pertinent in the twenty-first century. Even in the Historically
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Informed Performance movement, some writers have despaired that a desire to astonish
an audience with virtuoso effects has led to consequent lack of stylistic rigor and zeal. 119

Despite this skepticism towards instrumental virtuosity on the part of some
aesthetic circles there continues to be a demand for the “pleasures of virtuoso
performance.”120 The failed mission of the Philharmonic Society of London and the
Parisian guerre des concertos can attest to the economic and artistic need for such
individuality and brilliance. For the contemporary composer such demands for technical
display can be hindrances as they were for Barber and Walton. They can however also be
tool and “a direct and legitimate way to the public heart.”121 If some musical conventions
are abandoned, virtuosity can be an audience expectation that is satisfied.

As has been discussed throughout this study, composers in the twenty-first
century have sought to establish a new hierarchical balance between soloist and orchestra
in the violin concerto. The orchestra, through growth and timbral diversification, has
asserted its strength by taking control of structural and developmental procedures.
Through the use of supplementary soloists and chamber music, individual members of
the orchestra attain similar prominence to the violin soloist. At the same time, these
composers have been careful to calibrate this balance, ensuring that while the violinist’s
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degree of supremacy may be challenged, the soloist remain the primary protagonist. This
trend has had an immense effect on the writing for the violin.

II

The writing for the violin can either contribute to this hierarchical levelling or it
can rebel against it. Unsuk Chin, Jennifer Higdon, and Esa-Pekka Salonen have all used a
great number of tools and techniques to both complement and subvert these trends. A
soloist can contribute to the democratization of a concerto by adopting techniques and
idioms that comport with the ascendant role of the orchestra. The violinist may for
instance be asked to play in a manner that blends with orchestral instruments. This does
not necessarily refer only to timbre but can also encompass specific musical gestures that
are idiomatic to other instruments. These processes frequently subvert the concept of the
violin as a romantic virtuoso instrument and often involve extended techniques.

On the other hand, the violinist can also reassert their supremacy. This happens
most frequently and obviously through virtuoso writing. By making onerous and
spectacular technical demands, a composer can focus an audience’s attention solely on
the soloist. These requirements often are athletic, pushing how quickly one can play, how
many notes can be played simultaneously, and how wide of a range can be traversed
quickly. These demands can also be expressive, allowing a soloist to demonstrate their
beauty of sound and vocality of expression.
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All three works accomplish both feats, frequently doing so in conjunction with the
procedures which have been detailed in previous chapters. They do so, however, to
varying degrees. Chin is the most subversive, significantly expanding the timbral palette
of the instrument, while Salonen is the most traditional, wishing to take full advantage of
a violinist’s specialized training. 122 Higdon lies in between these two extremes. It is
interesting to note that this range also pertains to these composers’ other works for violin.
Unsuk Chin’s Double Bind? (2007), a work for violin and live electronics, is a semitheatrical piece that calls on the performer to “shake and move the instrument
irregularly,” to “stroke the string with a piece of scouring pad,” and to “take the violin by
the nut and swing it from left to right like a pendulum.” 123 Meanwhile in Esa-Pekka
Salonen’s Lachen Verlernt (2002) for solo violin, the composer uses Bach’s Chaconne
for his starting point.124 Despite these extremes both Chin and Salonen in their concerti
make concessions in the opposite direction. Chin demands numerous brilliant virtuoso
passages while Salonen repeatedly calls for the soloist to blend with and mimic the
orchestra.
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Salonen has stated “I like the idea of pushing the envelope… to what extent you can expand…
the expressive range of the instrument, still within the nature and character of the instrument. All these
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III

Many of the ways in which the violinist is asked to blend with or mimic members
of the orchestra have been alluded to in previous chapters. These techniques interact with
the use of a secondary soloist or with a contrapuntal texture to further reduce the
hierarchical significance of the soloist. In these scenarios not only does democratization
occur, but the violinist is denied many of their violinistic tools.

The clearest example of this occurs in the Third Movement of Unsuk Chin’s
Violin Concerto. As has been discussed previously, the violin and harpsichord alternate
prominence in the texture and Chin uses the contrast between bowed and plucked playing
to provide aural clarity to that struggle. The ubiquity of the pizzicato is closely tied to the
choice to feature a harpsichord. While pizzicato playing is not in and of itself
extraordinary, it is surprisingly rare in the concerto repertoire. Of the so-called “Big
Five” concerti, which include works by Beethoven, Mendelssohn, Brahms, Tchaikovsky,
and Sibelius, the technique only appears in the Beethoven Concerto.125 Even Béla Bartók,
whose prolific and varied use of pizzicato effects is a readily recognizable element of his
music, 126 avoids them entirely in his Second Violin Concerto. This practice is due to the
technique’s sonic limitations. Pizzicato does not project easily, it does not sustain, and it
cannot be executed as rapidly as other manners of playing.
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I am referring to two notes in measure 218 of the third movement. See Ludwig van
Beethoven, Violinkonzert (Munich: Henle Verlag, 1973), 76.
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The Fourth Movement of his Fourth Strings Quartet is perhaps the best example of Bartók’s
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quartet by two decades, the technique has become identified with Bartók to such a degree that it is
known as a “Bartók pizz.”
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Pizzicato continues to be used infrequently in these three twenty-first century
concerti. One of the few instances comes in the First Movement of Higdon’s Violin
Concerto (see Chapter 3, Figure 25). Even here Higdon is deploying the technique within
a contrapuntal context, allowing a less projected playing style to contribute to the
passage’s relative equality. Ironically, bowed playing is heard during this section, albeit
from the concertmaster.

The other contrapuntal sections of this movement also deploy less typical types of
playing to augment the levelling of the hierarchical paradigm. The movement opens with
the soloist playing disjunct natural harmonics (Chapter 3, Example 23) before the crotales
and glockenspiel enter in measure six. Higdon’s choice to use harmonics, in addition to
preventing the soloist from showcasing their beauty of sound, creates a blended sound
with the percussion. Natural harmonics have an intrinsic ring that mirrors that of those
particular percussion instruments and Higdon amplifies this similarity by cramming all
three voices into the same register. This melange is further exacerbated by the use of
hocketing for the entire phrase.127 The natural resonance of the sound and the temporal
proximity of the lines allow the timbres of the three instruments to bleed into one another.
This is a most striking way to open a violin concerto.
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In previous chapters I described this passage as being polyphonic implying that each voice was
independent. As such my use of the term “hocket” may be out of place seeing as it implies “the
distribution of a melodic line between two voices.” While these three musical lines are independent of
one another Higdon’s use of silence while another instrument is playing is consistent with hocketing
practice. See The Harvard Dictionary of Music, 4th ed., s.v. “hocket,” (Cambridge: The Belknap Press of
Harvard University Press, 2003).
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Harmonics are often associated with virtuoso violin playing and in particular the
works of Niccolò Paganini (1782-1840).128 In the passage detailed above, harmonics are
removed from a virtuoso context. They are deployed not for their ability to demonstrate a
soloist’s technical prowess but for the ease with which they blend with other instruments.
This technique is allowed to contribute to an affect and enhance a timbre but is not
allowed to be the focal point of the musical drama.

IV

The practice of re-contextualizing virtuoso effects also extends to other
techniques. These include double harmonics, multiple stops, trills, and ricochet bowing.
Instead of being prized for their brilliance these techniques are deployed for the ways that
they contribute to the cumulative affect or sound mass.

In the Fourth Movement of her concerto, Unsuk Chin is constantly obscuring the
solo violin part with a smörgåsbord of orchestral activity. The opening of the movement
(Figure 30) provides a good template of this practice. Here the violinist is playing a single
melodic line and the high winds alternately double, interject, and obfuscate the soloist.

128

Some notable instances include the Finale of the First Violin Concerto Op. 6 and the Variations
on “Nel cor più non mi sento.”
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Figure 30: Chin Fourth Movement, measures 1-4
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Doubling for instance occurs on the A-sharp in measure four. The third measure
sees both interruption and obfuscation. The A-sharp/F-sharp in the first half of the
measure cuts off the soloist’s G-sharp and also contributes more melodic material. The
G-sharp at the end of the measure meanwhile hides the entry of the violinist on E-natural.

Similar procedures permeate the movement, particularly in passages where the
soloist is playing double stops or other virtuoso devices. The first such passage begins at
measure thirty-four (Figure 31). Throughout this passage the soloist is playing a double
stop figure that recalls measure 134 in the First Movement. 129 Initially, the orchestration
is sparse, consisting mostly of the first clarinet and steel drum playing a variation of the
opening melodic idea. The muted first and third horns provide reverberation for this line.

The orchestration gradually increases in density. In measure forty, the oboe
begins its rendition of the clarinet’s material and the cymbal joins the texture to reinforce
the steel drums. The second oboe and E-flat clarinet enter in measure forty-two followed
by the first trumpet and flute in measures forty-three and forty-five respectively. The
second trumpet joins the party in measure forty-eight followed by the piccolo in measure
forty-nine. Along with this gradual addition of voices and timbres comes a commensurate
increase in dynamic.
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Figure 31: Chin Fourth Movement, measures 35-38
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Figure 32: Chin Fourth Movement, measures 123-128
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This gradual addition of instruments mirrors the opening of the First Movement.
In the course of this accumulation of sound, the soloist neither becomes more active nor
rises in dynamic or register. The overall effect is of a crossfade. Orchestral instruments
gradually take over the texture leaving the violinist in their wake.

A similar crossfade occurs at the climax of the movement (Example 32). Here, the
violinist is playing very rapidly, frequently playing double stops, ascending through the
tessitura with arpeggios, and is marked fortissimo. This is some of the most overtly
virtuosic writing in the entire concerto.

The process by which the orchestra takes over the texture differs slightly from the
previous example. While there is a gradual accumulation of orchestral instruments, the
passage is perhaps best understood as a series of attempts to usurp the soloist. These
attempts occur at the end of each of the soloist’s phrases, which are made up of arpeggios
and glissandi leading to the start of a new set of quadruplets. The first of these occurs in
measure 128, followed by subsequent phrase beginnings in measures 133, 135, and
finally 138.

These challenges to the soloist become gradually more serious through the
addition of new instruments. The first phrase transition only sees the involvement of three
wind instruments playing scales reinforced by the glockenspiel and harps. The second
attempt includes sustained horn chords and short accented gestures in the trumpets and
horns. The third attempt sees the tremolo strings reach forte for the first time, and the
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fourth attempt sees all five upper wind players on the scales and the brass sustaining
fortississimo chords. This final attempt leads to the successful obliteration of the soloist
in measure 140 by fortississimo brass flutter-tongue and a metal block.

The soloist has ultimately been left powerless next to the sonic power of the
orchestra. In the movement’s final pages the violinist never again attains the hierarchical
high ground. Unsuk Chin chooses instead to recapitulate the opening of the work in an
elegiac coda. Strings create a cloud of harmonics and even the soloist’s last notes are
doubled by bowed vibraphones. Despite the use of virtuoso techniques, the violinist has
been absorbed into the orchestral fabric. These idioms have been relegated to mere
compositional tools, prized more for their textural applications than their brilliance.

V

The compositional choice to obfuscate virtuoso playing styles, to deny them aural
prominence, can also be seen in the treatment of extended techniques as is the case in the
Second Movement of Chin’s Concerto. The passages requiring double stopped harmonics
and harmonic trills in this movement feature some of the most technically demanding
writing in all of these works. Like her use of virtuoso idioms Chin however deploys these
devices for timbral reasons.

This writing (Figure 33) is difficult for several reasons. Trills or rapid figurations
involving harmonics speak more slowly than similar effects involving stopped pitches.
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For trills between two stopped notes the string is alternating between two fixed string
lengths. Harmonics, however, see the string divided into two, three, four, and so forth
equal parts. The result is that in the harmonic trill in measure fifty the alternation is not
between two string lengths but between divisions of the string in thirds and divisions of
the string in quarters. It takes the string a longer period of time to make this transition,
even with the help of subtle bow articulation. 130 This same principle applies to measure
forty-nine and similar passages that see rapid movement between various harmonics.

Things get exponentially more difficult when adding a second string as seen in
measure fifty-one and fifty-two. Not only is the violinist responsible for playing a greater
number of notes but they are also responsible for taking into account differing string
tensions. Higher strings generally have a higher string tension 131 and require a different
application of force in order vibrate.132 This means that for double stops a violinist must
find an amount of vertical pressure that will stimulate the lower string while not
overloading the upper string, which would cause the sound to break. Simultaneously, a
violinist must move the bow with enough velocity that the upper string will speak while
not using so much that the lower string is not adequately penetrated.133 While this can be
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tricky for normal combinations of stopped notes it is extremely difficult when the strings
are divided into multiple partials.

Despite these considerable technical hurdles Chin is interested in how these
extended techniques blend and combine with other instruments. The passage from
measure forty-eight to seventy-nine sees various sections alternate producing sound
masses. These include the piccolo, E-flat clarinet, string harmonics, xylophone,
glockenspiel, and harps. These shifting sound clouds accomplish two things. They create
an ever-changing sonic tapestry and they mask the soloist.

Looking at a small fragment from fifty-one to fifty four there are numerous
timbral transitions. First, the roll on B natural in the xylophone bleeds into an A/C-sharp
trill in the harp. In measure fifty-two the piccolo starts an A/B trill over the harp before
transferring that gesture to a glockenspiel roll which is colored by a B harmonic in the
second violins. In fifty-three, the xylophone takes over the roll along with a C-sharp trill
in the clarinet. In fifty-four the piccolo joins with an E/G trill before being joined by an
A/C-sharp harmonic trill in the first violins.

These gradual transformations are all occurring in the same range as the solo
violin. As a result the harmonics are a merely one voice in the timbral collage. In this
passage Chin is less interested in the extremely difficult technical writing for violin than
in the melding of instrumental colors.
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Figure 33: Chin Second Movement, measures 48-54
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VI

The passages described above subvert the traditional balance of power found in a
concerto through the re-contextualization of virtuoso techniques in a more democratic
texture. These three composers are careful however to ensure that these works retain
aspects of traditional concerti. These include opportunities for a violinist to showcase
their technical and musical prowess, a style of writing that provides a vital
counterbalance to the democratization that has occurred throughout these works.

This recalibration can be done in a variety of ways, the most obvious of which is
the inclusion of cadenzas and cadenza-like passages. Although the designation
“Cadenza” appears three times in the course of these works, only the Cadenza in the first
movement of Higdon’s Concerto is traditional in the sense that it is an unaccompanied
virtuoso section occurring near the end of the movement. The other two instances happen
at the conclusions of the first and second movements of Salonen’s Concerto. However,
due to their brevity, tranquil character, and “attacca” transitions into the subsequent
movements, they are perhaps best understood as moments of brief respite. That being
said, these sections, along with the unaccompanied opening phrase of the last movement,
act as framing devices, placing the violinist at the narrative center. They ensure that the
audience will always return to the soloist’s point of view.

Higdon’s Cadenza (Figure 34) occurs immediately prior to the recapitulation of
the movement’s opening (see Chapter III for a structure outline) and demands the utmost
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of the soloist’s athleticism. This Cadenza is comprised almost entirely of rapid
passagework, double stops, and scales to registral high points. It is clearly highly
virtuosic. What is perhaps the most interesting aspect of this passage, however, is
Higdon’s use of bariolage bowing. Bariolage writing, which refers to “an effect produced
by playing in rapid alteration on two strings… with a resulting contrast in tone color,”134
has been a staple of string writing since the Baroque period and Higdon uses the
technique throughout the movement. What is notable here is the distance of almost two
octaves between the two lines in measures 302, 304, 307, and 308. In bars 302 and 307
this is more technically manageable given that the lower voice is an open A-string. In
measures 304 and 308, however, the necessity of holding down a stopped pitch requires
either for the left hand to be extremely flexible or for the right arm to cross multiple
strings at great speed. Higdon is not only deploying virtuoso idioms in a Cadenza but she
is also pushing the boundaries of what is possible.
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The Harvard Dictionary of Music, 4th ed., s.v. “bariolage,” (Cambridge: The Belknap Press of
Harvard University Press, 2003).
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Figure 34: Higdon First Movement, measures 386-311

The first movements of both Chin’s and Salonen’s Concerti also contain passages
that contain many characteristics of cadenzas, albeit with a backdrop of minimal
orchestral activity. These passages encompass measures 149-165 of the First Movement
of Salonen’s Concerto and measures 212-244 of the First Movement of Chin’s Concerto.
While Chin and Salonen do not label these sections as cadenzas they do give the
indications of “tempo rubato” and “liberamente” respectively, which comport with the
rhapsodic and improvisatory character that is typical for cadenzas. The orchestrations are
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similarly sparse consisting of sustained chords allowing the soloist to muse rhapsodically
for a brief time.

Both of these composers, like their colleague Higdon, utilise the violin’s ability to
quickly traverse a wide register through the use of string crossings. However it is
arpeggiando and not bariolage that is employed in these sections.

Figure 35: Salonen First movement, measures 148-150

Arpeggiando is a useful virtuoso device because it allows a violinist to play a
great number of notes across the register while maintaining a single hand position. In the
example from Salonen (Figure 35) the first two beats, or twenty-four notes, can be played
without needing to either lift or drop a single finger. The violinist is able to play
approximately twelve notes per second across a span of over two octaves using only
string crossings. In other words, it is not necessarily as technically difficult as it may
seem to an audience member.
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Figure 36: Chin First Movement, measures 228-235

The passage from Unsuk Chin’s Concerto (Figure 36) follows a similar principle
although she makes greater technical demands on the performer. Instead of allowing the
violinist’s hand to remain in place for several beats, they are required to change
configuration twice every beat. While less efficient than the parallel passage in Salonen,
the player is still allowed to get three notes out of a single hand position.

It is noteworthy that these three cadenzas, or quasi-cadenzas, all occur in
movements that have witnessed processes that question the basic supposition of soloistic
supremacy in a concerto. Chin permits the orchestra to be the chief agent of development,
Higdon includes numerous polyphonic passages, and Salonen writes a double variation
form in which one of the musical ideas is dominated by the orchestra. The cadenzas in
these movements are a compositional tool designed to ensure that these works remain
concerti. It is also a traditional element that not only puts the soloist in the spotlight but
also connects these structures to a long tradition.
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VII

The writing for the violin soloist in these three works is profoundly affected by
the shift in the balance of power that has been the focus of this study. Modes of playing
that are not common to concerti contribute to the lessening of hierarchical differences
through their interaction with polyphony and secondary soloists. Similarly, traditional
virtuoso idioms are re-contextualized. Instead of being valued for their brilliance, they are
employed for their ability to blend and contribute to a collective timbre.

These three concerti also recognize the need for individual display. Virtuosity is
expected by both performers and audiences and Unsuk Chin, Jennifer Higdon, and EsaPekka Salonen provide violinists with considerable technical hurdles. These passages
push back against the democratization of the concerto and contribute to a new balance
between debate and concord.
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Conclusion
“For the world is changing: I feel it in the water, I feel it in the earth, and I smell it in the
air.”135

I

The tension between debate and concord, of dispute and cooperation, has been a
central theme of the violin concerto for centuries. In its modern iteration, as represented
by the concerti of Unsuk Chin, Jennifer Higdon, and Esa-Pekka Salonen, the relationship
between the soloist and orchestra has become increasingly egalitarian. Instead of one
against the many, the concerto has evolved into the one amongst the many. As this study
has demonstrated, the orchestra has achieved relative equality with the soloist giving it
control of certain aesthetic and structural processes. A true hierarchical levelling is
however not achieved as the expectations of audiences and virtuoso soloists must be
placated.

The changing balance of power between the soloist and orchestra has opened up
new musical avenues for composers. For instance, new textures and timbres have been
made available. The ensemble can be trimmed down to that of a chamber ensemble
allowing polyphony and independence of voice to dominate a section. An individual
member of the orchestra can alternatively be elevated to the same hierarchical level as the
soloist, challenging their supremacy. The soloist may also be asked to use alternative
135
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styles of playing and extended techniques in order to either stand apart or blend with their
orchestral colleagues.

These developments have opened up new forms of structural organization. The
alternation of soloist and orchestra that has dominated the form since the eighteenth
century is no longer required. Contrasts of texture, tessitura, and timbre are just as
capable of articulating form and generating dramatic tension.

As is the case with many artistic developments, previous generations of
composers have experimented with these ideas. Orchestral soloists have been utilised in
many works to varying degrees including Brahms’ Violin Concerto and Second Piano
Concerto as has polyphony in Shostakovich’s First Violin Concerto. Alban Berg similarly
experimented with new structural paradigms in his Violin Concerto writing an explicitly
programmatic work.

What is remarkable is the centrality of these musical concepts and the extremes to
which they are taken. It is not enough for a secondary soloist to be present but they must
drive the aesthetic of the movement as in the third movements of Chin and Salonen’s
Concerti. Similarly, the orchestra must not only be the primary articulator of form but the
soloist must be largely irrelevant as in the second movement of Higdon’s Concerto. The
ubiquity of these concepts is especially notable given the fact that these three composers
hail from different continents and different schools of composition.
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These works exist at the crossroads of several artistic developments without
which these innovations would not be possible. These include the expansion of the
modern orchestra and the increased virtuosity of orchestral players. They also include the
increased importance of secondary musical parameters such as texture, dynamic, and
timbre. Finally, the changing nature of what it means to be a virtuoso soloist is at the
heart of these three works.

The violin concerto has not only survived for three and half centuries but it has
thrived, constantly evolving and transforming. In the twenty-first century composers have
found ways of innovating within the genre while retaining aspects that are fundamental to
its character. This balance between retention and invention is visible across all musical
aspects none more so than the central dynamic between the soloist and orchestra.
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